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CHAPrEH I
INTRODUCTION
One of the more recent trends .1n mental health programninr.; in
~neral,

and social work practice in particular, has been the recog-

nition of the world of work as an arena for mental health services.
Numerous factors

can be

identified as contributing to and accompanying

this trend 1n the mental health field.

Recent lep-,lslation concerned

with the enployrnent of women, ni.norities and the disabled has contributed to

A.

chang:l.11.p: work f'orce and the emergence of interpersonal

concerns among workers (Akabas, Kurzman and Kolben 1979).
and industry have

increasin~ly

Business

.found it necessary to acknowledge that

worlcers are hurnR.i."1, and that personal problems of workers cannot be so
easily ignored or dismissed as "private matters," when it becomes apparent that troubled people are troubled workers.

Corr.mentators from

various ideoloc;ical points of ·view have addressed the changes in how
people view the traditional.work ethic.

0ebate about the meaning of

work continues as our society continues its technolo["}-cal development
in the midst of an inflatinQ; econor-:-iy and risinr; uner.iployment.
Concurrently '':i th these forer.;oing

chan~es

and awarenesses is the

existence of changin0 perspcct;i.ves for viewinc; mental illness, and the
provision

o:f'

services :f'or those in need.

The conmunity mental health

movement has brouc-J1t with it an emphasis on nental health programminf'.;

ill the cor.m.mity.

The field of industrial social work has

sou~ht

to
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define the world of work as a conmmity, and as such a target for social
work practice.

Akabas, Kurzman and Kolben (1979,

p. 5)

offer a concise

. definition of industrial social work, while this description also applies to other professional disciplines involved in the world of work,
Industrial social work, therefore, refers to the utilization of social work expertise in meeting the needs of workers
or union members and the serving of broader organizational
goals of the setting. For social workers, it offers the opportunity to intervene in a multiple of environmental systems
tha~ affect the individual.
The theoretical assumptions and· goals of the community mental
health movement have brought changes in viewing mental illness and the
delivery of services.
also been apparent.

However, numerous failings of this movement have
Additionally, rrental illness and alcohol and drug

abuse are recognized by most societal corrrnentators as ever-increasing
problems.

The emergence of rental health programming in the world of

work is conceptualized as responding to the failure of traditional
lTEntal health services to adequately serve the needs of the comnunity
of work.
In the attempt to explore some of these issues, this report can

be considered as having two major goals.

The first is to provide a re-

view and discussion of many of the issues that impact on and are part
of the industrial social work field.

The mean1ng of work Will be dis-

cussed, from both an historical and psychological point of view.

As-

pects of the community mental health ideology will be presented, especially in relation to the world of work.
types of mental health

pro~amming

A brief review of various

will be discussed, as well as some

of the 1s$ues pertinent to evaluation of employee prograams.
The second major goal is the presentation of an evaluation study

3

of the Columbia Assistance Program for Enployees.

The newness of this

program, along with the meager existence of evaluation studies of employee programs, resulted in obstacles to evaluation design and data
analysis.

However, as an exploratory and descriptive study, this re-

port is an effort to assess a program that represents an innovative
interface between mental health professionals and working people.

:

CHAPIEH II

LITER/\TUPJ:

REVIB'w

The rieanir1c; of Work
The word for work derives fron the ·Jreek won.i, ponos, mean:ing
sorrow.

The early·Greeks regarded Nork as a curse, the paL'1ful price

the gods demanded for the goods of lj_fe (Tilr;her 1962) •

They felt

that work enslaved the worker, was corruptine; of the soul, and interfered 'With the personal independence so hi[j'lly valued by ancient Greek
civil:tzation (Yankelovlch 1971.J).

Ji'or the Hebrews, the rneanine: of

work was alr.tost as bleak; hrn1'ever, work was painful clrudgery, atonenent Md expiation for the original sin of
(Yanl<elovlch 1974).

disobn~ring

the l'J'Ord of God

Sir.1.1.lat'ly, the early Christians regarded work as

punish!rent as a result of man's original sin.

Work became necessary

not only to eru;n one's living, but also as a means of charity.

Work

thus began.to acquire a certain spiritual di:viity.
Historically, chnnges in the·meaninr; and function of work have
been associated with c:.1anr:e3 in the economic cmd sod.al order (Knic;l1.t
1977) •

With the developrrent of Chr:i.stinn civilization arose an ac-

cretion of rnean:!n~s ·that have evolved into the modern work ethic.

The

Reformation wa8 the moving force and spiritual revolution which established work as a natural r1c-)1t and duty, as well as the sole legitimate base of society and fotmdation for property and profit.

Whether

this new atmosphere, which marked the bee;inninr.;s o.r what is lmovm as
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the work ethic, developed out of industrial necessity or religious imperative is still a point of hlstorical

controversy~

With Luther and

the Reformation the nature ·and meaning of work was significantly altered •. "Once, man worked ••• to be able to live.
cause sonehow it was the rir)lt or moral thing to do."
p. 11).

Now he worked be(Til[Sher 1962,

In contrast to the early 1reeks, the early Christians saw work

as necessary to maintain the health of mind and body.

:''Iartin Luther

eliminated the distinction between working and servinr, God, and thus
work became connected with the moral rneanines associated with the roodern .American work ethic (Yankelovich 197 ll).
The doctrines of Calvinism became part of the foundations of
capitalism and modern business (Knig-{1t 1977).

To please God it was

necessary to work 311d work hard, and work wn.s to be r1ethodical, disciplined and uniform.

In short, work was ad.justed to the demands of

industrialization and factory

settin~s.

Predestination had a far

reachinr; and rationalizinr; implicati.on for the meaning of work.

Wealth

and profit were.considered Sif11s of.'1od's favor, so to be poor or dislike work was t:-ie r:;r"eatest disservice to God, as well as a sign of
damnation.

Remnants of these early Christian belief8 about work re-

main in the consciousness of modern A.rnericans, clespite the diminish-

ment of such direct connections to religion.
Of particular relevance for this discussion is the idea that
one's worthiness is directly linlced to one's work activity.

Work has

acquired far more meaning than mere survival or religious obligation.
Work gives people a feelinr; of being part of a larger society, of
havjnr; somethinrr, to do, of havinr, a purpose in life and is a source of

6
status.

In essence work continues to be the driv:lnc .force giving di-

rection and mean:Ing to cor1temporary livine

(~·Josow

and Fom 1962) •

Freud viewed work as rnan's stronr;eat ties to reality" and implied that
if work is the stronr;est tie to.reality, then the absence of work
sl1ould leave him less solidly in touch with reality (Preud 1961).
Yankelovich (1974), in discussine; the results of a study of
American values, cited four major themes associated with work:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The "Good provider" theme--the man who provides for
his family is the real nan, thus there is a link between making a livinc and society's definition of
mas culinlt y.
·
The "Independence" theme--to m.:1.ke a livjng by worldnz
is to st311d on one's oNn two feet and avoid dependence.
r.I'he "Self-respect" thene--hard work of any type has
dignity whether it be menial or exalted. A man's
jnherent worth is reflected in the act of working.
The "Success" therre--where hard worlc leads to suecess.

Wort is of prime importance in the lives of mont i\mericans, c;md as
Yankelovich sug_i:,ests in his· study, work tends to be invested with
various dirlensions of personal lr.iportance and !1'eaninr.
work should have such a

promin~nt

Whether or not

:nlace in American society is an en-

gar;lng question, but not of impcrt:tnce for this discussion.
·work .fulfills both expliclt functions for people .such as survival needs and economic security, as well as less obvious £Unctions.
Work contributes to self-esteem and for many people work is a great
source of personal satisfaction, an overreaching purpose for existence,
an

elan vital

(O'Toole 1977).

WorJ.c is also a pr:illcipal source of personal identity, so that who
we are is intricately tied to what we do.

Working also serves to pro-

vide order, structure and control in one's daily life, while admittedly
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people have differine: needs for such external structure.

Work is also

a source of social contact and ties, so that a work environment also
provides a social environr.ient.

~./lost

Americans do work and work does

have vital economic, psychological and soc:tal functions.

Throughout

the industrial mental health field there is a consensual.belief that
it is important that people nnintain their jobs.

rrhis belief sterns

from the reco[111tion of work as a source of important social and psycholo~~cal

hwnan needs.

Implicit in the forer::,oing dtscussion of the numerous functions
of work is that work is related to mental-health, as well as to mental
illness.

That work is related to mental

healt~

is suggested.since

self-esteem, social ties, identity and one's tie to reality are factors
affectinp.: r.iental health in general and intimately tied to one's workin,g life.

In contrast 1 if one is without work there is an absence of

an important source of self-esteem, social ties, :tdentity and accord
with reality.
Work in Helation to "1ental Health and

~·1ental

Illness

r:111e previous dlscusRion of the various functions that work serves.
for people SUf-_p;ests how work is a

domiriatin~

force in the lives of most

peo_9le and hot\!' 1t seems to be intrinsically tied to the mental health
of people.

Various researchers have pos:tted relationships between

one's work experience and :tssues of both TTEntal health and mental illness ('.1oogins 1977; O'Toole 1977; Yankelovich 1971n.
One perspective for attemptin,r; to understand how work is related
to worker mental illness is.

throu.~1

an analysis of job satisfaction.

McLean (1970) sU["_,gests that workers' personality disorders., problems

8
with alcoholism and drug abuse may stem from job insecurity, unpleasant
or hazardous working conditions.

GinzberG (1967) has pointed out the

following sources of worker stress in the work place:

isolation,

tir.)1.t supervision, anonymity in rapidly growinr:; orr,anizations, excessive demands on young executives for r.i.obility, technological advances that require employees to be better trained ond educated, increased leisure time for.workers who have :insufficient money to pay
for recreational activities and preference for hiring the young worker
which increases pressure on older workers.
spective for

understandin~

Adherence to this per-

actual or potential mental health problems

of worker::; results in strategies that revolve around alterine the job
or work env:Lronment.
i\~1ile

stud:Les rep8atedly sur.p;est relationships between work and

mental ilJness, little information is available to clarify the nature
of such relationships (O'Toole 1977; Rappaport 1977: Yankelovich 1974).
· A yariety of assumptions are proposed in the literature about the relationships between work: nnd mental illness.

One end of the spectrurn

emphasizes the oppressiveness of the job itself or the work environment as contributory to worker distress.
assumption leads to

stratc~ies

A logical extension of this

to chnnz,e t:1e job

or· work

environment,

e.g. job enrichment, job sharinr.: or terummrk on assembly lines.

At

the other extreme is the notion that a worker's personal problems are
his

o~m,

and that it is his .sole responsibility to attend to h:i.mself.

This attitude implies the belief that the job or work environment has
a

neut~al

a worker.

effect on the mental

~ealth

or potential mental illness of
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Another viewpoint for understanding the relationships between
work and rental illness focuses on the delivery of mental health services to workinp: people,

Weiner, Ak:abas and Sommer (1973) suggest that

working people, and particularly blue-collar workers, are an underserved popuJ_ation by trad.ttional mental health agencies.
explanations for why
been put forth.

workin~

A

variet~r

of ·

people are an under-served population have

Organizational obstacles such as inconvenient location

· of clinics and hours of operation, as well as economic barriers make it·
more difficult for

workin~

people to utilize traditional mental health

resources.
Other explanations for why working people

are considered an under-

served population include the assertion that most mental health agencies are based on middle or upper-class values and norms (Weiner,
Akabas and Sommer 1973).

Another explanation has to do with attitudes

of mental health professionals toward the appropriateness of blue-collar
workers for psycholog:i.cally-oriented treatment.

Blue-collar workers

are often considered by professionals to be more amenable to rnedicallyorierited approaches than psychologically-oriented approaches for mental
health difficultlcs (Weiner, Akabas and Sommer 1973).

\'Jhile this view

of blue-collar workers is orten voiced as one of the difficulties in
providing mental health services to this group, this is not a consistent viewpoint.

Gould (1967) surgests that mental health professionals

are often similar in backr_round and values to their middle-class clients,
and as a result tend to have biased and limited approaches to bluecollar clientn.
The reorrsan:J.zation of work at the Volvo factories in Sweden is

10
often 'cited as o.n example of

satisfaction and dirrrll1ishes

hOI~

proble1~5

faction,. alienation o.nd·boredorn.
ment produced the
(1)
(2)
( 3)
( 4)

(5)

altering the env:l.ronrnent increases job

followin~

associated with worker dissatis-

An evaluation of the Volvo experi-

resultf3:

Employee ttrr'nover was· cut by 25 percent.
Absenteeism wag reduced by 50 percent.
I1ecru1tment of ne\·T employees became easier.
~lity ot the ~roduct improved.
Profitability was maintained (Gyllenharrrner 1978, p. vL)

It j_s questionable whether such an approach would be possible, or
achieve the sa-rne results in an J\rnerican auto factory, since there are
numerous differences between countries.

An

emphasis on the workplace

as the sole cause and solution for mental health problems of workers
has inherent limitations.

First, restructuring the work environment

is a costly, complex, and relatively undeveloped strategy.

Further-

more, it is questionable whether it is possible to restructure all
worl{l)laces to suit all people.

Second, the asswnption of a linear

relationship betvreen a person's work and mental health or illness is
largely based on

id~olog:Lcal

Akabas and Sorrnner 1973).

rather than empirical r;rounds (Weiner,

Third, thin perspective tends to have as

its primary r::oals better worker morale, increased productivity and
increased

~rofits.

These are necessary GQals for a

profit-ma.kin~

organiz::ition, but fail to directly consider as goals the maintenance
of worker mental health, or attention to worker problems that may be
unrelated to the job or work envlron.rnent.
Another perspective for understandinr.; and conceptualizing
strategies for intervention·at the workplace concerns itself with the
existing or potential mental health rlifficulties of worlcers.

Several
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characteristics of this perspective can be distinguished.

First, em-

ployees and public interest groups are beginning to insist that business and industry have a

~ocial

obligation to recognize and deal with

more than productivity, i.e •• to demonstrate concern for the Horker as
a person. as well as an employee (Goor:ins 1973).
haps a

stron~er

Secondly, and per-

incentive for busjness ar1d industry, is that employees

with personal problems contribute to significant economic losses.
In commenting on the involvement of social workers in industrial
settings. /\.ustin and Jackson (1977) are critical of the preoccupation
with speci fie client problem..c::; and the failure to attend to issues of
job satisfaction.

Their conclusion is that social workers should

strµcture intervention to reflect both of the aforementioned perspectives:
rrhe involvement or social workers and ot:ter memberg of the
human service professions in the delivery of rrental health
services in industry iR a relatively recent development.
The provision of such services requires a more comprehensive view of the worker as client, with particular reference to job satisfaction, occupational health, and the mental
health services offered by labor unions (Austin and Jaclcson,

1977, p. 93).

Bearing :tn mind that the phenorrena of work and mental health or
illness are extremely complex issues and analyzable from various idealogical perspectives, it is

no~

surprisinr, there are diverse

strate~e~

for t.mderstandine and interveninc: in the work environment and with
workers.

It is also apparent

th~t

different professional disciplines

have differinrr, pers!)ectlves and areas o.f expertise .for becom:ing invalved with induBtries and businesses.
Further on ln this report various programs for intervening in the
world of work will be reviewed,, and the ideolor.:ical underpinnings will

1
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be discussed.

Various.programs and professional disciplines have dif-

fering conceptualizations for understanding and :intervening in the
world of work.

Such diversity is indicative to both the complexity of

the issues of work and its relationship to mental health or mental illness, as well as the tendency of professional disciplines to be selfserving.

This report does not.attempt to describe or assess the vari-

. ous professional disciplines. who are involved in working with business
or industry, e.g. how social work differs from psychiatry,

This report

will, however, be concerned with looking at the various programs and
perspectives that reflect the involvement of rnental health professionals
with workine; people, businesses, and industries.

The interest of the

author in mental health and the field of industrial social work has
determined the particular focus of this report.
it

s~emed

Consequently, while

important to briefly review the spectrum of ways for viewing

the world of work, pr:ill1a.ry emphasis here will be on the mental health
problems of the working population, and the role of mental health professionals in providing services to this population.
Conmmity Mental Health and the World of Work
· This section will discuss the corrmunity mental health movement.
Two important reasons can be identified for attention to the community
mental health movement.

First, the interest in the workplace and work-

ing people as targets for mental health services can be seen as having
its roots .in the comnunity mental health movement of the past two decades.

Second, many of the objectives characterizing community rental

health are consistent with or similar to the objectives of industrial
social work practice.
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The community mental health rnoverrent, begun with the enactment
of the Community Mental Health Act in 1963, has resulted in changing
ways of thinldng about mental illness and of providing mental health
services (Bloom 1973).

Several key concepts f'rom corrmunity rrental

health are pertinent to a discussion of issues related to the provision of services to

w~rkine;

people.

No attempt will be ma.de to fully

describe the community mental health movement, instead concepts that
are directly relevant to :industrial mental health services will be reviewed.
One concept in community mental health is emphasis on practice
in the community as opposed to practice in institutional settings

(Bloom 1973).

Related to this is the attempt to identify populations

within the corrmunity who can be cons.idered at high risk for having or
developinp; mental health problems.

l\.kabas and Bellinger (1977) assert

that despite this iritention of the Cornrrrunity Mental Health Act·the
functional community of work
health

deliv~ry

system.

conti.~ues

to remain outside the mental·

They conclude that workers are an underserved

population as far as mental health care.

In a 1975 study in Michigan,

researchers found that mental health services are underutilized by
working

peopl~

(He_lrna 1978).

Efthim (1976) makes the argument that

workers and their famiiies are cut off from the use of mental health
services despite the fact that working people pay for nearly all of
the country's human services.

Sommer (1969) has .described a mental

health program with the men's clothing industry in New York City,
where the 25,000 workers were viewed as a functional community, and
as a target for organizing mental health services.

This program seems
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a good example of providing services with:1n the comrrnll1ity, as well as
identifying a population considered to be at high risk.

In this case,

it was those workers whose personal problems were interfer:1ng with
maintain:1ng a job or. returning to work.
Another dimension of the community mental health movement.has as
an objective to insure accessibility and availability of services.
considerin~

people,

In

the underutilization of mental health services by working

vario~

aspects

~f

accessibility and availability have been

identified as possible explanations.

Helma (1978) offered several ex-

pla.nations for why mental health services are underutilized, even when
employee unions cover the costs:
(1)
(2)

(3)

The workers did not know the services were free.
Company physicians, personnel workers, shop foremen, and union stewards were unaccustomed to
thinld.ng of working people as candidates for
mental health services.
There was an absence of publicity about available services and how and when to use them.

Brown (1976) reviewed a study of utilization of mental health services
·by

United Auto workers, and reports that large proportions of the

workers and referral agents were unaware of eligibility for services,
and possessed little information about the nature of services or how
to use them.
Levenson (1970) suggests that community mental health programs
could become a more important resource for the worker and his family.
For example, by being geographically accessible,· economically affordable, and available on weekends and evenings, programs could better
provide services for working people.
Akabas and Bellinger (1977) explain .the underutilization of
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mental health services by working people as partially due to rrental
health professionals and program policies, e.g. by fees that create
economic barriers, waiting lists, inconvenient hours, and by defin:ing
worlcers as unpromising candidates for treatITEnt.

In discussing ac-

cessibility to community mental health programs, Levenson (1970) asserts that programs nust be psychologically accessible as well as
geographically accessible.

He suggests that clients need to feel

comfortable seeking help, and importantly, that help-seeking.behavior
needs to be approved of and endorsed by one's immediate community.
This dimension of accessibility is particularly important for understanding and remedying the underutilization of mental health services
by working people.

Akabas and Bellinger (1977) suggest that workers

tend to not define their distress in psychological terms, distrust
the mental health care system, and fear calling on outsiders for help
with personal problems.

In discussing obstacles to treatment for

blue-collar workers, Brown (1976) states that the continued stigma of
mental illness keeps people away, from treatment •. Benedict (1973), in
describing his experience providing mental health services to employees
of a trucking con'lpany, suggests that blue-collar workers resist depending on a counselor.for assistance "because they

~ave

always made

it on their own."
Stone and Crowthers (1972),. in assessing the implementation of
a mental health program for auto workers concluded that gaining acceptance of their progr'run by blue-collar families was the graeatest
problem.

They reported that apathy, fear, suspicion and misinforma-

tion on the part· or blue-collar workers contributed to reluctance to
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utilize available services (Stone and Crowthers 1972).

Another ex-

planation for the reluctance of blue-collar workers to use available
services had to do with their concern with confidentiality, being concerned that

ernp~oyers

would be informed of their havine; mental health

problems (Stone Md. Judson 1972).

Riesman and Scribner (1965) sug-

p;est that the reluctance of blue-collar workers to utilize mental
health services may be exacerbated by the fact that when blue-collar
or low-income people do have contact with mental health services, they
are more likely to be institutionalized or reler.;ated to only nedical
treat:ment, more· often than middle or upper-class clients:.. Instead of
re-educatinr; blue-collar worl{ers about mental illness and available
services,, the mental health profession and service institutions have
contributed to the blue-collar worker's negative attitudes about mental
health problems in fjeneral
Benedict's ( 1973 )-

(r~esrran

strate~

and Scribner 1965).

for overcorrdne; tl1e resistance of blue-

collar workers to usinc; mental health services was to enter the workplace, ma:i.ntalninp; a hi011

de~ee

of visibility, and see:ing clients

outside the traditional office setti.11g.
describe

8.

Alrabas and Bellinger (1977)

train:ing pro£71am for i.mion representatives, shop stewards,

business ar;ents and un:ton counselors where

t~1e

intent was to equip

these indip;enous helpers to identi ry employees in trouble, refer such
worker.s for appropriate care and help protect their jobs.

This train-

ing progrmn wa8 considered a direct method for breal\:ing the barriers
to

workin~

people receiving needed mental health CB!e•

A complete analyslR of the barriers to accessbility and availability is not possible here, yet it ·is

appar~ent

that such barriers
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exist, and particularly for the working
istics

of

popula~ion.

The character-

traditional mental health services, the attitudes and ap-

proaches of mental health professionals, nnd personal a.nu cultural
values of worl:ing people have all contributed to the tendency of working people to be an underserved populatj_on by traditional mental health
services.
Another dimension of the comrrn.mity mental
emphasis on preventive services.

~ealth

movement is

Various types of prevention are dis-

tinguished, while all are concerned with the prevention of mental illPr~J prevention efforts are _desig;ned to pre-

ness (Bloom 1973).

vent the illness from ever

occurrin~.

Efforts at secondary prevention

are designed to develop techniques for early identification and early
interven~ion.

Tertiary prevention strateq;ies .are concerned with lim-

iting the disability associated with a particular illness or problem.
Consequently, primary prevention proe;rams

see~

to reduce prevalence by

reducing incidence, while secondary and tertiary

p~evention

programs

seelc to reduce prevalence by reducing the duration of mental illness
(Bloom 1973).
Several aspects of the orr:anization of mental health ser\rices
for working people can be identified as functioninr, on a
level.

By

preventiv~

trai.nmg shop stewarclR, illlion representatives and others·

in the worh."!)lace who have daily contact with employees, early identification Md :intervention are rr.ore ljJcely.

As earlier discussed, work

is intricately linked to various aspects of mental health and mental
illness.

Based on

tr~ls

services for workers

'~10

vlewpoint,

·Al~abas

and Akabas (1978) advocate

are in danr,er of slipping out of the labor
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force due to emotional problems.

In supporting work settings which

sponsor programs for the maintenance of emotionally troubled workers,
Akabas and Akabas .(1978) .suggest that such a program deroonstrates the
value that it is acceptable to have and receive assistance for mental
health problems.

By making services available in the workplace and

combating the stirona of mental illness or the

sti~

of obtaining help,

such programs can be considered to function on both secondary and tertiary levels of prevention.
Preventive mental health is not explicitly conceptualized as a
program goal by.all of the professionals working with businesses and
industries. ·However, if the provision of mental health services to
employees serves to improve or majntain mental health, as well as to
interrupt job performance deterioration, then prevention can be considered an outcome.
Other dimensions of community mental health that are related to
prevention include an emphasis on consultation and education.

Bloom

(1973) defines consultation as when a mental health professional works
with a primary caretakine system rather than directly with the system's
clientele, in an effort to make a meaningful intervention in the lives
of a defined population.

.An apt example is provided by Akabas and

Bellinger (1977) in their description of a trainint; program and con-·
sultation service for shop stewards, foremen, and other key helpers
in the workplace.

Through traininr;, consultation, and education these

indigenous helpers obtained the skills, knowledge, and support to identify peers in trouble, refer troubled employees to appropriate services, and assist troubled workers in maintaining their jobs (Aka.bas
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and Bellinger 1977).

Helma (1978) reported that the absence of

systematic methods for disseminatine; informa.tion about available mental
health services was a major cause of underutilization of available
services by world_nr:; people.

Stone and Crowthers ( 1972) maintain that

education can be inportant for several reasons.

Education can provide

information about available services and can be used to break down
barriers to the acceptance of mental health intervention.

Furthermore,

education can be useful in the aim to promote early identification of
the enotional problems exper:l.enced by worldne

I?eo~le.

This section discussed sorre of the concepts that are features of
the comnunity mental health moverri.:mt and consistent with characteristlcs

o~

mental health !Jrory.amm.:Inc; in the world of wor:c.

Of particular

relevance for thin report on mental health services for working people
are the concepts of accessibillty and availability of services.

The

next section will disCUf;S the prevalence of rental ilJness, with particular emphasis on the workin.G population.
.1entnl Illness . anJ the Working Population

~

In reviewlnf\ i,nethods for

assessin~

the prevalence of mental

health problems amonrr, .American workers, tNo major emphases can be identified.

First,

investiga~ions

c:m focus directly on

assessin~

:Incidence or mental .health problems in the worker population.
ond, and .indirect method, in to focus. on the

worl~-performance

that can be inferred to be caused or reflective of
lems of

world~:i;

people.

t}1e

the

A secproblems

personal prob-

In this sectlon each of these emphases will

be considered.
Dahl et al. ( 1978) cite a recent study by the

'.~ational

Institute
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on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism where ten percent of any labor force
were identified as troubled workers.

Half of these are in the early

stages of alcoholism or are overtly addicted to alcohol, while the
other half experience
et al. 1978).

a variety

of mental or medical problems (Dahl

Helma (1978) cites a study by the Michigan Department

of Mental Health and Michir;an State University where thirty-nine percent of employers surveyed reported awareness of employees with mental
health problems.

In a recent report published by the Bureau of National Affairs,
a personal crisis situation was found to be the most prevalent problem
among all employer groups (Bureau of National

Affa~s

1978).

In this

survey of 65 employers from both small and large companies, eleven
percent of production workers, seven percent of clerical workers, six
percent of technical or professional staff 1 and six percent of managerial personnel were considered to be experiencing a personal crisis
situation involving marital or family troubles.

In this same survey

alcoholism was ranked as the next nost prevalent proble111 1 affecting
five percent of both professional and managerial staff, four percent
of clerical employees and eight percent of the production or service ·
group.

These studies of employer

p~rceptions

of prevalence of problems

among employees can only be considered as suf..1Sestive information, as
the data is based on opinions as opposed to a systematic diagnostic
process.

Rappapo~ 1 ·Dolan

and Clementi (1977) cited research indicating

twenty-five percent of the industria+ employee population have signifcant emotional problems and ten percent have serious psychiatric impairment requiring an excessive amount of time and energy .from sup.er-
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visors.

Rappaport, Dolan and Clementi (1977) also cited a study of

four thousand workers discharp;ed from their jobs, where sixty-two
percent were fired for reasons of personality maladjustment rather
than job performance problems.
Information about prevn.lence of mental health problems in the
employed population can be hypothesized by considering surveys of the
.American population as a whole.

Joerger (1978) cites the study of the

population of 1idtown Manhattcm where twenty-five percent of indi11

viduals surveyed were in need of some type of me!ltal health care.
more reqent report by the President's Commission on

~"'Iental

A

Health es-

t:I.mctted that between fifteen and twenty percent of the population had
diaf?f).osable mental health problems and were in need of treatment
(cToerger· 1978).

Such global surveys of the prevalence of mental ill-

ness can only be viewed as rOUf:fl estimates of prevalence in

particula.i~

eniployee populations.
One of the conclusions made in the community rental health literature and m·industrial social work articles is that working people
are an underserved population

b~r

(Al<abas and Delline.;er 1977).

This commentary on the mental health

delivery system

sug~sts

traditional nP-ntal health services

that a portion of the employee population

have mental health problems and are not recei vin~ needed care.

Efthim

(1976, p. 31) provides substantiating evidence provided by research
results from :insurance conpany studies of utilization:
It is estimated that 15 million persons are now covered
for outpatient ment~l health care by labor-1112nagement contracts "t"Jith Blue-Cross-Blue Shield and other :insurance carriers. Less than 2 percent of those eligible actually use
these benefits, althoue;h actuarial specialists indicate
that at least 10 percent of any potentially :tnsured popu-
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lation really needs mental health services.
Numerous obstacles are identifiable in the attempts to estimate
the prevalence and incidence of mental health problems in the working
population.

One apparent difficulty is expecting employers, who are

not trained and educated mental health diagf'losticians, to provide such
information.

Most likely a particular employer would only have his

personal experience and attitudes regarding mental illness to draw
upon, so results would be highly personalized and of questionable reliability and validity.

Another difficulty has to do with the com-

lexity of deternrlning what constitutes mental health problems, particularly prior to an individual's aclmowledgement of personal mental
health difficulties.

This reflects the difficulty of establishing and

implementing preventive mental health programs in general.

Further-

more, issues surrotmding the sti@ra. of having mental health problems
and seeking help probably contribute to the difficulty in gathering
such information about a specific population.
Another strategy for assessing the incidence and prevalence of
IYEntal illness in working populations has been to look at job performance problems.

Divergences in ideological perspective

o~en

occur

here, as one can look at the work environment as causing the job performance problems, or one can look at the individual worker as the object of diagnosis and intervention.

In choosing to look at the mental

health problems of workers in relation to job performance problems,
several value judgerrents and assumptions are implicit.

First, that

work is important for people and their mental health and that the two
are related.

Second, that an appropriate eoal for mental health pro-
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fessionals'involvecl with business and industry is to assist employees
in maintaining both their jobs and their mental health.

Third, that

rental health problems of working people are likely to be manifest.ed
at times in the workplace.

Fourth, that attributing worker mental

health problems solely to the job or ·work environment is too simplistic and, in fact, not an accurate

explanation~

As will be dis-

cussed later in this report, many programs aimed at providing rrental
health services to workers utilize the

emp~i.asis

on job performance for

identifying workers with. mental health problem...q and for rreasuring the
effectiveness of mental health services.
Joere;er (1978) reviews several studies that suggest a relationship between the rate of absenteeism experienced by an organization
and the incidence and.prevalence of employee personal probrems that
affect job performance.

For example, it was found that employees ·

having alcohol problems were absent four times more frequently than·
the average worker, while those having drur;, ;rental health, or family
problems were absent five times more. frequently than the average hourly
worker in the same organization (Joerger 1978).

According to recent

studies by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, about ten percent of any labor force are troubled workers whose job
performance l~s deter:t.orated (Florida Department of Heal th and Rehabilitative Services 1978).

Half of this e;roup were found to be having

serious alcohol problems,, while the other half were experiencing r.i.ental
health or rncdic:?t.l problem.::; (Dahl et al. 1978).

A recent Psychology

Today article reports that General Motors has major problems with employee absenteeism, alcoholism, careless worl\ITl311.ship, and other prob-
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lems assumed to be related to mental heal t~1 or mental illness (Collier .

1978). While such results suQ?_;est relationships between job performance problems perceived by management and the mental health problems of
employees, it is questionable whether the findings at General Motors
can be generalized to other companies or industries.
When job performance is used as a rr.ethod for identifying potent~al

or existing mental health problems of enlployees,

a~tempts

have

also been made to translate incidence and prevalence of problems into
economic losses .for the company.
plo~,ree

Translating the data regarding em-

mental health problems into economic losses for an ore;anization

is often a strategy for convincing management to fund mental health
programntln8 for employees.

In a survey that looked at the 2,695,079

civilian employees in :Florida, it was estimated that ten percent of
this_ total group had mentr.l health or medical problems (Dahl et al.

1978). Based on this estimate of prevalence, it was further estimated
that this r.;roup of employees with problems cost their employers
$522, 860, 716 in wasted payroll dollars (Dahl et al. 1978) •·

Employee problem.c; have been hypothesized to affect job performance in a munber of ways.
the workplace include:

Some m-mifestations of personal problems in

late arrivals and early departures, absenteeism,

poor judgement, erratic and clecreasecl productivity, failure to meet
schedules, lowered morale, r:=sentment among other er.iployees, waste of
superviso~J

t:tnE, and damaged customer and public relations.

economic losses are manifested in various ways as well:

Direct

excessive use

of sick leave, increased workmen compensation costs, increased group
medical jnsurance rates, and adverse effects on profit-shar:ing programs.
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In general emphasis on job performance has been used as both a strat-

egy for identifying potential or existing employee mental health problems, as well as for marketing the concept of mental health programming to management.

· Strat.egies that attempt to identify and understand relationships
be~ween

mental health problems and job performance have both positive

attributes and 11mitatiqns or drawbacks.

One potential problem would

be the mistaking; of any job performance problem as a symptom of mental
illness.

In sorre cases .the personal problems of an employee may be the

primary cause of job performance impairment.

It is also possible that

job performance impairment could have other primary causes, e.g. management problems, troubled employee-employer relationships, or work
environment problems.

Consequently, an emphasis on mental health prob-

lems as related to job performance would need to also allow for other
possible explanations of job performance difficulties,
The emphasis on the links between mental health problems and job
performance does seem a promising strategy for approaching and intervening in the workplace for several reasons.

First, mental health

problems of employees will, at times, become manifested 1n job performance problems.

Second, the process of focusing on both personal

problems and job performance can imply or demonstrate an aclmowledgement of the importance of mainta.iriing both mental health and good work
performance.

'lhird, through focusing on job performance as a strategy

for assisting troubled workers, the likelihood of preventing job loss
due to personal problems could be enhanced,
s~d

And fourth, if it is as-

that ITEntal health problems interfere with successful job per-
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formance, effective intervention can be both beneficial to the employee
as well as to the organization.
A Review of r.rrernls in Mental Health
Progr:an'irrrlns for Working People
An in-depth historical review of attempts to provide mental health

services to worlctnc people· has been provided by 7·1cLean ( 1966) • The past
decade is of most relevance for this report, as recently there has been
a resurgence of interest by social workers in the world of work (Austin
and Jackson.1977).

Ii'u.rthermore, in recent years as social workers and

other mental health professionals have become involved with the world
of work, a variety of pror.;ram philosophies and strater.;ies have emB.nated.
.

.

As a fairly new field of interventlon for rrental health professionals,
there exists a

~eat

amount of experir.lentation :In program design, de-

livery, and financing.

This section will review some of the

progr~1-

ma.tic trends in the involverrent o.f mental health professionals with the
working world.
While there exists a resure;ence of interest in rrental health issues and the worklne; population, alc·ohol prot7ams for employees have
existed for many years.

Alcohol-focused programs in the workplace are

o.f consequence for .this review, as .alcohol prograr.1s were the foreru.riners
of contemporary programs that deal with a
problems,

ran~

of employee personal

Initial alcohol programs were intended for. employees i-

denti.f:led as alcoholics and typically used the threat of job loss as a
coercive element (Akabas 1977).

Several major concerns of rental

health professlonals rer;ard.ing the circumscribed purpose and methods
of these proe;rr-t.rns can be identified.
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These early alcohol programs tended to focus on only latterstage alcoholics and in the process of attempting to identify alcoholics two major negative consequences became apparent.

First, em-

ployees were inadvertently discouraged from voluntarily admitting problems with alcohol.

Second, in the pursuit to label alcoholics among

the employee population these programs functioned to stimatize identiried employees.

1\nother objection to these programs was the failure

to provide services for employees having other mental health problems,
or not recognizing that

so~

employees may have developing alcohol

problems, yet not be latter-stage alcoholics.

A further objection to

the emphasis of such alcohol progr'ams was the exclusive focus on rehabilitation of chronic alcoholics and the lack of a
health emphasis.
knowledge

mental

Despite such criticisms it seems important to ac-

thi~ se~nt

working people.

preventativ~

In

of the trend in mental health programming with

~'

ways these· programs are the fmmdation for

later, more comprehensive mental health programs in business and ;industry.

Roman (1975), I1rice (1970), Tapscott (1978)
1

~d Smart

(1974)

have all discussed various forms of alcohol programs in the workinB
world and examine the effectiveness of such program efforts •
.Another type of program, often referred to as in-house counse;Ling,
is located at

t~e

range of problems.

worksite and provides services to employees with a
These programs are sponsored by management, the

unions, or botl), and tend to exist in large businesses or industries.
Most often these programs are part of the company personnel or medical
department.

Counseling can be provided by the :in-house staff or

throue]l referrals to community aeencies.

Each company's program will
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differ

depend.in~

on the orientation of staff and rrunagement.

vlhile

some programs will emphasize referrals from supervisors, others will
emphasize comprehensive services for voluntary enployees.

Akabas and

Bellinger (1977) have addressed some of the advantae;es and disadvantages
of such "in-house" pr•oerams.

One ad.vantage is that such programs may

have greater sanction to intervene within the
are a part of the orgnnization.

Another

or~211ization,

su~ested

since they

advantage of such

programs is that they may have a better chance of beinc; incorporated
.into the structure of the organization, and consequently be less likely
to be cut from the budeet.

A critical issue for this type of program,

especially when hired by management, concerns for whom the counselor
is work.1..nr:; (Akabas and

Bellin~r

1977).

This is a potentially con-

'f'usine; dilemma, both :Jn the minds of employees and counselors, and requ:i..res explicit clarification of roles and responsibilities by the
counseline.; staff.

Confusion as t0 the proper role of the rrental health

professional .could be a potential difficulty in such programs, where
the mental health profession is simultaneously an employee of the organization and an advocate or confidential helper for other employees •
.Another
for

workin~

se~nt

of the receq.t trend in mental

l~ealth

proe;ramming

people is where unions or management contract with ex-

ternal mental

~ealth

agencies to provide services to employees.

Family

service ap;encies, community mental health programs, and private practitioners have been responsible for most of these kinds of contractual
services to workers.

A~ain

there .is a wide variety in the types of

services that are made available to workers.

There is al.so a range of

emphases, as some contractual arTangenents mip-)1t emphasize treatment of
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employ~es

with alcohol or drug problems, while others might emphasize

assistance for personal or family crises.

A particularly impressive

example of this type of progr-arrming is described by Weissman (1976),

where a large steel company contracted with a private social work conBrooks (1975) provides an interesting account of the

sulting firm.

irnplenentation of a service contract between a family counseling
a~ncy,

and· a conglomerate whose subsidiaries included various manu-

facturing companies.
The resurgence of interest in m3ntal health progr:-arrming with
business and industry has brought with it changes in the language.

In

· recent years the term employee assistance program (EAP) has become an
encompassing neologism to refer to the attempts of mental health professionals to provide mental health services to workers.

Difficulties

with and objections to the circumscribed structure of alcohol programs
led to attempts to amplify the ·goals and objectives of progranrning in
the workplace.

Consequently, the term EAP has corre to reflect this ex-

pansion of programmatic interest. .In reviewing the literature it is
apparent that the term EAP is used in many ways, so that some traditional alcohol programs call themselves EAPs while for other writers
an EAP is a comprehensive system of service provision for an organization.

This latter meaning of EAP is used most frequently in the

literature.

For pu):tposes here EAP will refer to those prograams which

provide ·comprehensive services in the world of work.

The term ''broad-

brush" employee assistance program is the most recent term for distinguishing EAPs 'Which provide a range of services as contrasted with
the earlier alcohol programs.

The rema.inder of this section will de-
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scribe the most corrmon components of comprehensive or "broad-brush"
employee assistance progr-ams.
Most employee assistance progr-ams include· the establishment of
policies and procedures pertaining to:

employees with work-hindering

problems, the acknowledgement that employees have personal problems,
the insurance of confidentiality, the insurance of service availability
and accessibility, and the proper roles of management, supervisors, employees and counseling staff.

Such policies and procedures can be es-

tablished in various ways, most often normal ore:anizational channels.
such as memos or newsletters are utilized to disseminate this information.

Policies and procedures will vary according to organizations

and interests of mental health professionals, but in general EAPs have
explicit .guidelines regarding most of the above issues.
Another element to EAPs is the focus on training of supervisors
in an organization (Googins

1975; Hellan and Tisone n.d.). It is

considered essential to the utilization and effectiveness of an EAP
that supervisors fully understand the philosophy and functions of the
program (Googins.1975).

Trainint; is provided to supervisors on

policies, procedures, role expectations, and particularly how to intervene with an employee who is demonstratine; deteriorating work performance.

EAPs typically work with a company to establish a system for

tra:inine; supervisors to use standards of job performance as an opportunity for early identification of troubled employees (Hellan and
Tisone n.d.).

The EAP staff will also provide consultation to super-

visors around issues of documenting, identify.inc;,, and confronting job
performance difficulties.
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performance difficulties.
Several assumptions typically characterizing EAPs are underpinn:1ngs for the emphasis on the training and education for supervisors.
First, the personal problems of employees are often manifested in the
work-place as deteriorating or poor job performance.

Second, the proper

role of supervisors is to rreasure and evaluate job performance, not to
diagnose and treat the personal problems of employees.

Training is thus

intended to have supervisors attend to poor job performance, viewing
that as a clue the employee is possibly experiencing some kind of personal. difficulty. .Functioning in this way• this element of an EAP provides a preventive intervention since an employee can get assistance
before personal problems persist, or before job performance deterioration
ing

e~rs

the elti)loyee's job security.

A

further benefit of train-

supervisors to attend to job performance standards is that,· ideally,

employees a.re motivated to obtain personal assistance to retain their
jobs.
The actual services offered by EAPs vary from program to program,
both in emphasis and comprehensiveness.

The previously UEntioned

emphasis on job performance, as well as the provision of a
services, are the main featt.ires of EAPs.

ran~

of

This distinguishes them from

alcohol programs, in-house counseling programs, or contractual arrangements with community agencies.

Services can be provided for such

problems as emotional difficulties, marital and family conflicts, complex legal or financial problems, drug and alcohol problems 1 and job
performance difficulties.

An EAP may provide assistance to employees

having some of these problems and provide a referral service for other
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identified problems,

If employees are referred to outside resources,

the EAP staff typically provide thorough follow-up contact.

This is

done to assure that.the employee is using the service and to evaluate
the suitability of the service for that employee,
Employee assistance pror;rams represent a staGe 1n

th~

gradually

evolving field designed to meet the needs of employees with problems
(Googins 1975).

The variety of program desi.c;ns that have developed

in recent years reflects the experimentation of mental health pro-

fessionals in their involvement with the world of work.

Employee as-

sistance proe;rarns tend to be r.;rounded on several philosophical and
prag;natic notions.

Ti'irst, that work ls important to people and that

most people want to work.

Second, that assistance to

emplo~rees

should

be geared toward the maintenance of an employee's job and the resolution of his personal problems.

TI:iird, that EAPs can simultaneously

serve the needs of employees and management.

This s:ilrultaneity occurs

when employees receive assistance for their personal problems, and
manar;ement benefits economically when the ,job performance manifestations of employee problems are reduced or eliminated.
In the next section a description of the Columbia Assistance

Progr-am for Employees 't'-.rill be provided.

This pror:,ram is an example

of a broad-brush employee assistance program and is characterized by
m:.my of the elements of EAPs in

~eneral,

and, as described in this

section,
Descr~tion

of the Columbia Assistance

·ogr:am for ·EfuP!oyees (CAPE)

This section is intended to provide an overview of the employee
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assistance program that is the target of this evaluation effort.

The

:inception of what is now the Columbia Assistance Program for Employees
can be traced back to the sumner of 1976.

At that time several staff

members from the Clackamas County Mental Health Clinic were considering
strategies for expanding services into the community.

The population

of employees in area businesses and industries was considered a
target for out-reach efforts.

Initially the idea was

~o

via~le

form an in-

dustrial branch to the county mental health clinic; however, this idea
was discarded for various reasons and what eventually emerged was a
private• corporate model.

An instrunental factor in the developrrent

of what is now CAPE was the engagement in a consulting relationship
with the Columbia University Industrial Social Welfare Center.

With-

.out detailing all of the phases in the development of ft.mding sources,
administrative structure and program philosophy, CAPE is presently a
private, non-profit employee assistance program.
provided by the Clackamas County

M~ntal

Funding is partially

Health Clinic and the Oregon

Mental Health Division, throur;h contracts· for services with businesses
and industries, and continues
lationship with

Columb~a

·~

the federally-ft.mded consulting re-

University.

CAPE is characterized by most of the elements previously mentioned in the description of broad-brush employee assistance programs.
CAPE is conceptualized as serving two broad goals.

The first is to

work with Portland-area business and industry to reduce their economic
costs stemm:lng from employee mental health and social welfare problems.
The second broad goal is to deliver and advocate services directly to

and for the working population. Three areas of objectives can be
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identified as the attempts to accomplish these dual goals:

(1)

Train,, educate and consult with supervisors- and

(2)

managers in dealing with employee problems.
Provide a range of direct services to employees

(3)

and 1.rrlrred.1ate family rrembers for alcohol, drug,

marital,, family, financial, legal,, and individual psychological problems. Act as refeITal
agents when necessary, then provide follow-up
at CAPE offices or at ·the work-site. .
Advocate corrmunity services for employed people,,
including treatment resources covered by company insurance plans, community clinics,, and
in-patient facilities (Talkington 1978) •.

Upon contracting with a company, CAPE works with that organization to develop a system for providlllg services to the employees.
Typically a key individual, such as an occupational nurse or personnel
director, is closely worked with to tailor the services to that particular company.

A variety of companies share the services, staff,

and lmowledge of the CAPE program, thus enabling small companies to
·afford the benefits of an employee assistance program.

The cost to a

company is directly based on the number of employees.

While the system

that is developed for each company to provide services to their employees varies somewhat among companies, a typical system will include
the following dimensions:

(1) Detailed planning of program elements prior to im(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

plementation to assure early utilization and acceptance.
·
Consultation on developing program policies and
procedures that are compatible with aurrent
personnel practices.
Program promotion materials to assure visibility
and to encourage employee assistance.
Assistance in developing program manuals for
supervisors, containing program policies,
procedures) and guidelines for the supervisors' role.
Supervisor education and training sessions to
assure an effective program for employees and
for the organization.
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(6)
(7)

Professional, confident1al, and convenient assessment and counseling services for employees and/or
:irmlediate family members.
Two types of periodic program feedback:
a) monthly reports on usage of CAPE services

by company employees (statistics and
b)

derrDgraphics, not identification of in- .
dividuals) •
Research assistance on cost-effectiveness
studies (Talkington 1978)~

At the present time CAPE staff is composed of a director (psychol9g1st), a training coordinator (psychologist), an M.S.W. social
worker, one clerical staff, and two graduate social work students.
At the time of the survey, CAPE was in contract with five
Portland-area companies.

Included were two industrial manufacturing

companies (with 130 and 200 employees), a veterinary clinic (with 5
employees), a medical hospital (with 300 employees) and a school district (with 1,200 employees).

The present study was directed at the

clients who came from these five employee groups.

In recent months

CAPE has contracted with several other firms, including an industrial
corporation (with 1,100 employees) and a legal firm (with 100 employees).
Just recently CAPE contracted.\-Jith the City of Portland (with 4,000
employees) to provide an alcohol assessment and referral service for
city employees referred by supervisors.

This latter deviates from

the broad-brush employee assistance program model, but was considered
a step 1n the direction of establishment of a contract for ft.ill employee services.
A Review of Issues Pertinent to the
Evaluation of Employee Assistance Programs
While demand has been growing in the past.. several years for evaluation of

~ntal

health programs in general, pr9grams for employees
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have also been tare:eted for evalu'lt:ton efforts.

This section will ad-

dress several i.ssues pertinent to the evaluation of employee assistance
pro~ams.

Pirst, c.ost-benefit analysis as a strategy for evaluating

employee programs will be presented.

Second, the issue of process ver-

sus outcome evaluation studies will be discussed.

~1ird,

the use of

client satisfaction r.ieasures for evaluatlon of mental health programs
will be revie·.1ed.
A review of the literature on evaluation of employee programs reveals that outcome evaluations of job-based alcohol pro5I'ams are most
frequently reported (Trice, Beyer and Hunt 1978).

Outcorre measures

have been defined in terms of reduced costs to employees, e.g.

redu~ed

absenteeism, reduced medical utilization ancl sick len.ve, decreased accidents,

r~duced

employee turnover and increased productivity.

Al-

though little information exists in the literature on attenpts to evaluate broad-brush eMployee assistance programs, descriptions of most
employee assistance pror;rar.s assert that their
economically beneficial to businesn and

pro~runs

are, or can be,

industry~

Cost-benefit studies
A recent article in The Hew York Times reported on a study of an
employee counselmg program where 150 employees were rreasured a year
before entering the prov:--am and a year after leaving.

Results indi-

cated a fifty-two percent decrease in absenteeism, a seventy-five percent decrease in weekly benefits for absent workers, and a fifty-five
percent decrease in hospital, medical and surr.).cal costs (New York
Titres 1 Aprll 1979) •. Other evaluation studies of employee programs attempt to translate pro[jr.am effectiveness :tnto monetary terms.

Wiesard
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( 1972) reported on a company alcohol proe;raJn that resulted in an annual

sav:lngs 1n sick time alone of over $2 rnillion.

otto Jones, head of a

private social work agency that provides services to companies on a
contract basis, says that his proc;ram.s rep.lize a $3.10 return on each
dollar invested hy the

contractin~ compan~r

(New York Tines 1 April 1979).

In eeneral cost-benefit studies attempt to demonstrate that an
employee assistance progrtarn saves money for a business or industry.
These evaluation studies make two fundamental assur.Jptions. . First, that
employee personal 9roblens are being manifested in company costs such
as medical utilization, absenteeism, accidents, and decreased productivity.

Second, that changes in rates of absenteeism, medical utiliza-

tion, etc., demonstrate program effectiveness and successful resolution
of employee problems.
The almost exclusive emphasis on cost-benefit as a measure of
program effectiveness has both positive and negative aspects.

Emphasis

on cost-benefit addresses manaeerent's interest in maintain:ing a produc.tive work-force.

This emphasis also provides numerical data that

may be useful :in the marketing of employee assistance pror.;rarns.

Sev-

eral limitations to an exclusive attention to cost-benefit can also be
identified.

While

~ost-benefit

studies address the comnon .EAP goal of

reducing company costs, they do not directly consider the changes in
personal functioning of employees, which is another fundamental goal
of employee programs.

While cost-benefit is considered an outcome

measure, this emphasis fails to address the question of which variables
are responsible for changes in job performance.

Also, as an outcome

treasure, cost-benefit is appropriate for use only after a program has

- .
~
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been established.

This emphasis thus fails to consider the process of

implementing a program.
Process versus outcome evaluation
An

alternative strategy of mental health program evaluation looks

at program process rather than outcome (Chomnie and Hudson 197 4) • Attending to program process can lead to the discovery of information
that explains outcomes, rmkes goals specific, and improves the delivery
of services (Chomrnie and Hudson 197 lJ) • While funding sources may require or be more attuned to outcome evaluation, e.g., cost-benefit analyses, research on the processes of program implenEntation can provide
~formation

useful to.program administrator, staff, or clients.

Trice, ·Beyer and Hill1t (1978) reported on a study which assessed
the implementation of a job-based alcoholism progr'am and policy for
employees of the U.

s.

Civil Service Commission. 1wo reasons were put

forth for an assessment of the implementation process rather than outcome.

First, that process evaluation is necessary because the original

goals of a program are frequently unstable, and the assessment of program :implementation can reveal changes in program goals.

Second, when

a program policy is new, the evaluation of outcome is premature and
does not provide information to managers for helping them.make decisions
that will l<:eep their pror;riams on course (Trice, Beyer and Hunt 1978).
.

.

In reviewing problems inherent in the utilization of an experi-

mental desigp for the appraisal of the ·effects of a "broad-aim, largely
unstandardized, and inadequately replicated program," Weiss and Rein

(1970) justify and advocate evaluation strategies that are more qualitative and process-oriented.

They suggest such an emphasis would be
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concernetl with the way in which a program makes a place for itself, the
way the system accommodates itself to the program, and the reactions of
individuals and institutions to program implementation (Weiss and Rein

1970); Brooks (1971) asserts that severai questions need to be addressed in process-oriented approaches to evaluation.

One is, what

people become involved.and with 'What effects? Another is, why does the
program reach some people and not others?
.The justifications for the utilization of process-oriented evaluation strategies are relevant to evaluations of employee assistance
prop;r'ams on several levels.

First, many employee assistance programs

have only recently evolved, so implementation of services is an important issue.

Second, a fundamental assumption of most employee pro-

grams is that working people have been an underserved population by
traditional mental health agencies.

Consequently, the issues of ac-

cessibility and availability of services seem important.

Proc~ss

oriented evaluation studies would be more apt to gauee these program
objectives.
Client satisfaction evaluation
Process-oriented evaluation seeks different information than
outcome-oriented evaluation and requires the use of alternative measures.

The assessll'Ent of client satisfaction can be used to measure

various aspects of program services.
and Sorensen

(1978)

su~zest

Attkisson, Hargreaves, Horowitz

that client satisfaction ratings are most

suitable for monitoring program quality.

The basic purpose of prograr.1

m.onitor:ing ls to detect problems or conditions that require closer examination.

O'Neal (1971), :ill reporting on a client satisfaction study
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of a mental health clinic, advocates this strategy for gaining a better
perspective about the services provided, and for increasing the effectiveness in the delivery of services.
co~nt

McPhee,

Zu~sman and

Joss (1975)

on the potential usefUlness of client satisfaction measures,

but consider the concept too simplistic when assessments merely
sist of questions regarding the satisfaction with services.

con~

They con-

clude that a multi-dimensional concept of satisfaction is ncessary, including such factors as satisfaction with accessibility, apparent professional skillfuJness, and physical surTound:Ings C1cPhee, Zussma.n and
Joss 1975).
The most frequently discussed limitation or difficulty with client satisfaction studies has to do with the interpretation of results.
Attkisson, Hargr:-eaves, Horowitz and Sorensen (1978) corriment that without corrpar.isons to other similar programs or within the same program
over time, it is difficult to determine how rm.lCh the results are influenced by biases to include only satisfied clients, or response
bia~es

to report what seems to be expected.

Client satisfaction

studies that emphasize outcome are particularly subject to biases and
difficulties in the interpretation of results.
Joss.(1975), 1n

s~eying

McPhee, Zussman and

the use of client satisfaction measures· by.

conmunity mental health proe;rarns, report that emphasis on outcome.is
the lea.st valid use of client satisfaction strategies.

They suggest

that outcome is the area in which clients are lea.st able to judge, and
cite f:lndings where clients were satisfied with services even though
client outcome was poor (McPhee, Zussman and Joss 1975).
this argument

is

Implicit to

the limitation of client satisfaction measures, where
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client satisfaction cannot necessarily be equated with favorable outcorre.

Client satisfaction measures can also errphasize progr'am process,

when such aspects as satisfaction with wait;lng t::tme and nurrber of appointrrents are addressed.

Used in this way client satisfaction meas-

ures can be a monitoring device to provide information to program staff
and adm:inistrators. While client satisfaction measures can address
both process and outcome d.ilrensions of a program, the literature suggests client satisfaction has the most potential for addressing process
issues.
This section contains an overview of several issues pertinent to
the evaluation of employee assistance programs.

Cost-benefit analysis

was briefly discussed since it tends to be the most connnon strategy in
evaluating employee assistance program.CJ.

Some of ·the issues surround-

ing the choice of outcome or process-oriented evaluation were reviewed.
Finally client satisfaction was discus_sed 1 in terms of looking at both

process and outcome dimensions of a program.

'lhis section is a pre-

linrlnary to the next chapter, which is a description of the methodology.

CrIAPr&1. III

METHODOLOGY
This chapter discusses evaluation

plann:tn~

and data collection

for the evaluation of the Columbia Assistance Program for Employees.
The first section discusses the determination of study design.

The

second section presents the focus and objectives of the study.

The

third section addresses the data collecting process.
Determinatlon of Study Desicp
A variet~/ of factors influenced both the decision to conduct an
evaluation study of the CAPE program and the

strate~

for doing so.

The author's :interest in the field of industrial social work was the
ir;petus for proposing a research project at CAPE.

Several character-

istics of. the CAPE program limited the number of feasible evaluation
strateg:tes.

First, as a fairly new pror;r-am the total number of clients

who had been served '/llas limited.

This was a contraindication for at-

tempting an assessment of client outcrnre.

Because of the sr:ia.11 number

of clients who had been seen and terminated, a cost-benefit analysis
would have been premature

a~

an evaluation strategy.

Second, gaining

access to personnel records for data on absenteeism, medical utilization and accidents was considered an obstacle.

rl1hird, the record

keeping system was in a developinc; phase, at the tire of evaluation
plan.Yling it wa8 not systematized for all staff and did not include a
goal-setting component.

These characteristics of CAPE were considered,

"";

lt3

along with the interests of the author and the CAPE staff in planning
an evaluation stratee;y.

Despite the obstacles pertaininr.; to the fea-

sibility of outcome evaluation, the CAPE staff were very interested in
client outcome information.
Through discussions with CAPE staff, a review of the literature
on evaluations of employee assistance pror;rams, and personal inquiries
with directors of employee assistance progrtams around the country, a
variety of questions emerged having to do with both process and outcome
. issues. ·The selection of a data-gathering ITEthod was based on considerations for how to most effectively address these questions.

The

clients who had been served by CAPE were considered the greatest source
of information.

An additional strategy considered was

visors of those employees who had been CAPE clients.

surv~ying

super-

A purpose would

be to directly gather data on possible ·changes in job performance after
CAPE intervention.

This option was dismissed, as the tasl{ of obtaining

permission from employees to talk with their supervisors was considered
too problematic.

T.i\lrthermore, even if permission to talk with super-

visors had been e;ranted by employees, it was foreseeable that this
process may have discouraged utilization of CAPE services by other
employees.

This strategy seemed a fertile source of information re-

garding the possible relationship between the provision of help for
employee problems and.their job performance.

However, the· importance

of confidentiality and employee trust iri the CAPE progr'am far outweighed
the potential of this approach.
A review of the literature on client satisfaction studies indicated that existing client satisfaction measures were not sufficiently
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applicable to the CAPE progr-am or the research questions formulated.
Furthermore, while several.employee assistance programs were identified

that used a client

f~edback

mechanism, each had designed survey forms

specifically suited to their proe;ram, client population, and evaluation
interests.

Consequently, to attempt to answer the questions raised for

the research study, a multi-dimensional client satisfaction questionnaire was chosen as the most appropriate data-gathering instrument.

The

questionnaire was constructed to gather information from clients on both
the dimensions of outcome and process.
Focus and Objectives of the Study
This section provides a summary of the kinds of information that
· was soup;ht in designing the client satisfaction questionriaire.

The

questions in the instrument reflect both the interests of the author
and the CAPE staff.

As rrentioned previously, the questionnaire focused

on both the dL'Tlensions of process nnd outcome.

The process.dimension

refers to th~ steps involved in being a CAPE client, .i.e., obtaining

and using CAPE services, The outcome dimension refers ·to the client's
satisfaction with the end results and self-report of change
able to CAPE services.
perceptions.

attribut~

The assessment of outcome is based· on client

Such data is descriptive in nature, since the results

are not to be compared to

pre-~stablished

objectives, e.g., that "X"

percent of CAPE clients will be satisfied with services.
is implicitly understood by the

au~hor

However, it

and CAPE staff that it is de-

sirable for clients to be satisfie<;i with their involvement with CAPE.
Areas of process addressed in the questionnaire were:
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(1)
(2)

Psychological accessibility and availability of CAPE.
Physical accessibility and accessibility of CAPE.
Obstacles to utilization of CAPE services.

(3)

Areas of outcome addressed in the questionnaire were:

(1) Degree to which expectations of CAPE were met.
Satisfaction with services or benefits obtained
from going to CAPE.
Assessment of changes in work performance attributable to receiving CAPE services.

(2)

(3)

In addition, the following information on client characteristics

was sought:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Previous experience seeing a mental health professional.
The type of personal problem that led to seeking help.
Personal comfort or discomfort in seeking help.
'Whether personal problems affected job performance.
The Data Collection Process

A mail-out questionnaire was chosen as the method of data collection.

This method was selected because CAPE staff agreed on the

desirability of having the study participant group as large as possible,
and lack of t:ime and financial resources precluded the collection of
data by other means.
to all

in~ividuals

at CAPE.

It was decided to administer the questionnaire

who had been clients. or were presently being seen

Excluded from this target group were seven

had had contact with CAPE on the telephone.

fl?.di viduals

who

Consequently, for purposes

of this study only those individuals who had been seen at least once
in person were defined as clients.
Several reasons led to this definition of the study population
and the decision to not draw a sample.

First, the literature suggested

that it is difficult to obtain adequate response rates with mailed-out
client satisfaction questionnaire (Attkisson, Hargreaves, Horowitz and
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Sorensen 1978).

Attkisson, Hargreaves, Horowitz and Sorensen (1978)

suggest that at least thirty to fifty returned questionnaires be the
minimum for a client satisfaction study.
of

reachin~

To maximize the probability

this r.11.nima.l fif;UT'e, all rrlnety-eight past and present

clients were mailed a copy of the questiormaire.

Secondly, the CAPE

staff were interested in specific sub-groups of the client population.
Clients were employees at five different companies, and it was anticipated that use:f'ul information could be obtained from the analysis of
data regardinr; these sub-groups.

This potential information was con-

sidered adjunctive, since the author will make it available to CAPE
staff,

~ut

will

include it in the data analysis of this report.

~10t

The next step in the evaluation process was to collect the data.
The questionnaire was mailed to the entire study grioup, along with a
cover letter and a stamped reply envelope.

A copy of the questionnaire

and the cover letter are included in appendix A.

Each questionnaire

was coded with a number, so tha.t identity of respondents would be lmown.
While the purpose of

codin~

was not explained in the cover letter, the

assurance of confidentiality was comrmmicated.
poses.

Coding had several pur-

First, demographic information already in the client records

was planned to be used in the compilation of respondent and nonrespondent characteristics.

Second, sub-groupine by company was considered

to be of potential benefit in the data analysis.

Coding was thus

necessary to identify from which companies the clients were employed.
It-is not lmown whether the coding affected the response rate.
Questionnaires were sent to all ninety-eight individuals in the
target population.

Within two weeks thirty-nine questionnaires (40
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percent) had been received.

Between two and three weeks

a~er

the

mail-out, an effort was made to telephone each remaining nonrespondent
to encourage participation in the survey.

Of

fi~y-nine

nonrespondents,

a total of forty-two (71 percent) were reached; twenty-three of these
(~5

percent) eventually returned completed questionnaires.

In contrast,

of the seventeen nonrespondents not reached by telephone, two (12 percent) eventua~ly returned completed qu~stionnaires.

Four letters (4

percent) were eventually returned by the post office as undeliverable
and address unknom'l.

weeks

a~er

A response cut-off date was established four

the mail-out.

At this time, sixty-two completed question-

naires (63 percent) had been received.

Of the ninety-four letters de-

livered by the post office, sixty-two questionnaires (66 percent) were
received.

""l

CHAPIB.1\ N

DATA ANALYSIS
The first section in this chapter presents the characteristics
of the ninety-eight subjects in the study population.

Tl!is section

also presents the characteristics of respondents and non-respondents,
and a discussion of the differences.

The second section discusses ad-

ditional characteristics of the respondents, information which was derived from the questionnaire

result~.

The third section presents the

responses to the process-oriented items.

The fourth section discusses

the responses to the open-ended items on the questionnaire.

A content

analysis of the responses to the open-ended questions was done, responses not fitti!lg the identified categories were included in the
"other" category.

The sixth section contains a discussion of the cross-

tabulations performed.

Included in this final section a.re

t~e·results

to cross-tabulations.between respondent characteristics.and selected
questionnaire items and cross-tabulations between selected questionnaire items.
Characteristics of the Study Population
As can be seen from table I, the.study population included sixtythree females (64 percent) and thirty-five males (36 percent).

Fi~y

·nine (60 percent) of the subjects were married or living with a partner,
twenty (20 percent) were divorced or separated, and
were single.

fi~een

(15 percent)

Nineteen subjects (19 percent) were in the 18-24 (years
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old) category, thirty-six (37 percent) were in the 25-34 category,
twenty ( 20 percent) were in the 35-Li4 category, and nineteen (19 percent) were in the 45-5Ll category.

As far as education level of the

TABLE 1
CIIARAC11ERisrrrcs OF THE STUDY POPULATION

Characteristics

Number

Percent

35
63

36%
64
100

Sex:
Ma.le
Female
Total:

989

Marital status:
Married or Living Together
Divorced or Separated
Single
Widow or Widower
~itssing Information
Total:

59
20
15
1
3

60
20

15
1
3

91r

gga

19
36
20
19
4

19
37

Age:

18-24
25-3Ll

35-44
45-54

Missiri£i Information

20

19
4

'11otal:

mr

99

Education:
Non-HS Graduate
HS. Graduate
Post HS 'I1echnical Training
Some College
Bachelor's Degree
Post-Graduate Degree
Missing Information
Total:

7
32
13
15
15
9
7

7
33
13
15

w

15

9
7

99
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TABLE 1-Continued
Characteristics
Monthly Income:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1699
1700-1999
Missing Information
Total:

Number

Percent

29
29
20
5
4
11

9B'

30%
30
20
5
4
11
iN5"

62
9
27

63
9
28

Client Status:
Employee Only
Family f1ernber Only
Employee and Family Mernber(s)
Total:

~

IOO

Involvement at Survey Til'rE:
Still in Progress
Case Closed

26
72

Tot~:

mr

27
73
IOO

Number of Times Seen:
1-2
3-10
over 10
Total:

35
56
7

36
57
7

9E"

IOO

arrotals vary on this table and all following tables because of
consistent rounding off to nearest whole number.
study population, seven (7 percent) were non-high school graduates,
thirty-two (33 percent) were hiFJl school graduates, thirteen (13 percent) had received technical training, fifteen (15 percent) had soIIE
college education, fifteen (15 percent) had college degrees, and nine
(9 percent) had post-graduate degrees.

Regarding income characteris-

tics of the study population, twenty-nine (30 percent) earned $500-799
per month, twenty-nine (3o·percent) were in the $800-1099 category,
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twenty (20 percent) were in the $1100-1399 category, five (5 percent)
were ·in the $1400-1699 category, and four subjects

(~

percent) were in

With regard to client status, sixty-two sub~

the $1700-1999 category.

jects (63 percent) were employees only, nine (9 percent) were family
members of employees, and twenty-seven subjects (28 percent) were those
clients

de.fin~d

as employee and family member(s).

At the time the

questionnaire was mc'l.iled out, twenty-slx ( 27 percent) of the subjects
were active clients and seventy-two (73 percent) were clients whose
cases had been closed.

In lookjng at the number of times the subjects

were seen at .CAPE, the mean was 4.6, the median was 8, the mode was 1,
and
the range
was 1 to 18.
.
-·
Two groups comprised the study population of ninety-eight subjects.
There· were sixty-two subjects in the group of persons who responded to
the request to complete the questionnaire, hereafter referred to as the
respondent group.

'lbere

w~re

thirty-six subjects .in the group of per-

sons who did not respond to the request to complete and return the
questionnaire, hereafter referred to as the nonrespondent group.

The

characteristics of the respondent and nonrespondent s;roups are presented in table 2.

This information was obtained from client records,

Characteristics of the respondents
As can be seen from table 2 1

fi~een

respondents (24 percent)

were male and forty-seven (76 percent) were female.

Th-irty-seven re-

spondents (60 percent) were married or living with a partner, thirteen
(21 percent) were divorced or separated, and ten (16 percent) were
single.

The sixty-two respondents were spread out among the age-group

categories, with the 25-34 (years old) category having the most re-
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spondents, twenty-four (39 percent).

As far as education, the respon-

dents were also spread out among all categories, ranging from three
(5 percent) who were non-high school graduates to sixteen (26 per~ent)

In collapsing categories, twenty-one

who were high school graduates.

(34 percent) had some college or technical training after high school
and twenty (32 percent) had collep,e degrees.

(36 percent) were
(27

p~rcent)

in

Twenty-two respondents

the lowest income category ($500-799), seventeen

were in the $800-1099 category, eleven (18 percent) were

in the $1100-1399 category, and six (10 percent) earned over $1400 per
month.
Thirty-five respondents (57 percent) were individual employees
of the companies in contract with CAPE.

Twenty respondents (32 percent)

.were employees and family mezTiber(s) • and seven (11 percent) were family
TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS AND NO!\TRESPONDENTS

Sex:

Characteristics

Respondents

Ma.le
Female

15

Nonrespondents

b

Total:
Marital Status:
Married or Living Together
Divorced or Separated
Single
Widow or Widower
Missing Information
Total:

47

b2

37
lj

10
1
1

b2

(24%)
(76%)
100
(60%)
(21%)
(16%)
(2%)
(2%)

101

20
16

3b·

(56%)
(44%)
100

22

(61%)

.7
5

0
2

jb

(19%) .

(14%)
(0%)
(6%)

nm

":i

:·
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TABLE 2--Continued

Age:
I
I

.

Characteristics

Respondents

18-24
25-34

10
24
14
13.
1
02

(16%)
(39%)
(23%)
(21%)
(2%)
101

3

(5%)
(26%)
(15%)
(19%)
(19%)
(13%)
(2%)

35-44

!
I

45-54

Missing Information
Total:
Education:
Non-HS Graduate
HS Graduate
Post-rrs·Technical Trainin~
Serre Collee;e .
Bachelor's Dep;r-ee
Post-e;raduate Der;ree
Missing Information
Total:

16
9
12
12
8
2

~

. 99

Nonrespondents

9

12

(25%)

3b

(33%)
(17%)
(17%)
(8%)
i05

4

(11%)

6

6
3

16

4
3

3

1
5

( 4L~%)

(4%)
(8%)
(8%)
(3%)
(14%)

jb

~

7
12
9
2
1

(19%)
(33%)
(25%)
(6%)
(3%)
(14%)

Monthly Income:

$500-799
$800-1099
$1100-1399
$1400-1699
$1700-1999

Missing Informs.tion
Total:

22
17
11
3
3
6.

(36%)
(27%)
(18%)
(5%)

(5%)

(10%)

5

~

101

jb

nm

35

(57%)
(11%)

27
2

(75%)
(69%)

Client Status:
Employee Only
~amily Member Only
Employee and Family
. ~llember( s)
Total:

~

ioo

Involvement at Survey Time:
Still in Progress
Case Closed
Total:

22
40
b2

(36%)
(65%)

7·

20

(32%)

lOl

·7
·3!)

4
. 32

3b

(19%)

'iOO

(11%)
(89%)
100

5!1
~

.

TABLE 2--Continued

I

Respondents

Characteristics

Number of Times Seen:

35

(34%)
(57%)

~

i]l

21

1-2
3-10
Over 10

6

Total:
bstatisticaliy sigriificant:

Nonrespondents

(10%)

14
21
1

jb

(39%)
(58%)
(3%)
100

x2=9. 76; df=l; p. <: •01.

members only, i.e., the employee of the CAPE-contracted company was not
involved.
At the time of the suryey, forty resp9ndents (69 percent)' had
been terminated, while twenty-two (35 percent) were still being seen
at CAPE.

In looking at the _nwnber of times the respondents were seen,

the me.an was 5. 5, the rredian was 7. 5, the mode was 2, anq the range was
1-18.

Characteristics of nonrespondents

Twenty

of the nom:-espondents

(44 percent) _were female.

(56 percent) were male and sixteen

·Twenty-two of the nonrespondents (61 per-

cent) were married or living with a partner, seven (19 percent) were
divorced or separated, and.five (14 percent) were single.

In looking

at the age of nonrespondents,.nine (25 percent) were in the 18-24 (years
·old) category, twelve (33 percent) were in the 24-34 category, six (17
percent) were in the 35-44 category, and six (17 percent) were also in
the 45-54 category.
As far as the education level.of the nonrespondents, four (11
percent) .were non-high school r.;radua.tes, sixteen ( 44 percent) were high
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school graduates, seven (19 percent) had sore

colle~e

or technical

training after high school, and four (11 percent) had college degrees.
Seven

nonre~pond~nts

(19 percent)

wer~ in

($500-799), twelve (33 percent) were

the lowest mcoJTE category

m the

$800-1099 category, nine

(25 percent) 1~ere 1n the $1100-1399 category, and three nonrespondents

(9 percent) earned over $1400 per month. Examination of the client
status of the nonrespondents reveals that twenty-seven (75 percent) were
employees only, two (6 percent) were family members of employees, and
seven (19 percent)

~rere

clients defined as employee and family mem- ,

I

.I
I
I

ber( s) •

Ree;a.rding the involvement of nonrespondents at the tj1ne of the

survey, ·four (11 percent) were open cases and thirty-two (89 percent)
were closed cases.

As far as the number of titres the nonrespondents

were seen, the mean was 3.8, the rredian was 5.5, the mode was 1, and
the range was 1 to 13.
Discussion of differences between
respondents and nonrespondents
In looking at the characteristic of sex, the respondent

~oup

was

more similar to the total study population than the nonrespondent group.
Thirty-five males (36 percent) composed the study population and fifteen males (2li percent) composed the respondent group, while twenty ·
males (56 percent) were

jn

the nonresporiJ.ent

[7'0Up.

A chi square test

utilizing continc:ency tables indicated a statistically significant clifference between respondents and nonrespondents as to their sex.
Collapsinp; of data would have been necessary.to perform a statistical analysis on the other characteristics.

In reviewing the data on

the characteristics of the respondentf> and nonrespondents, it was con-

I

l

!

t
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eluded that such a procedure would have resulted in a loss of specific
information, so no further statistical analyses were done.

However, Lvi·

reviewjng the informatj_on on subject characterlstics, some suce.;estive
comments can be put forth.

'I'he study population

~oup,

the respondent

group, and .the nonrespondent e;roup were very.s:Drtilar as far as distributions regardinG marital status,

:I.neon~,

and age.

There was a strong tendency for those subjects with the most education to be in the respondent

~oup.

had at least a coller,e
..

twenty responded to the questionnaire

and four did not.

'de~e,

Of the twenty-four subjects who

There was also a tendency for those subjects who

were clients defined as the employee and family merrber(s) to be in the

I

·1

I

'

I

respondent group rather than the nonrespondent

~oup.

Of the twenty-

seven subjects so classified, twenty were respondents and seven were
nonrespondents.

Tnere was a similClr tendency ·.i.rhen looking at the sub-

jects' involvenent with CAPE at the t:lme of the survey.

Of the twenty-

s:tx subjects whose cases were still in progress, twenty-two were respondents, and four were nonrespondents.
There was a tendency for those subjects who were seen the most
number of times to be respondents rather than nonrespondents.

Those

subjects in the respondent e;roup were seen an averaee of 5.5 times, as
compared to nonrespondents who were seen an

avera~e

of 3.8 times.

There was also a slight tendency for those subjects in the respondent
gt"OUp

to be seen more

o~en

as compared to the total study population,

mean=5.5 and 4.6, respectively.
Additional Characteristics of the Respondents
This section will present information on the characteristics of

I
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the.respondents that was obtained from the questionnaire.
from respondents are
Twenty~six

incl~ded

in table

The results

3.

respondents (42 percent) reported previously having

seen a mental health professional and thirty-six (58 percent) had never
p~viously·sOUEJ.11.t

defined as a

professional help.

s~cia~

worker,

The major issues

A mental health professional was

psycholo~ist,

brin~ing

psychiatrist, or counselor.

individuals to CAPE were family or mari-

tal problem.<> and psycholog.1.cal or emotional difficulties.

The instruc-

tions for completing this item on the questionnaire asked the subject
to indicate the primary problem that led to their

corn:in~

to CAPE.

·Twelve respondents indicated more than one pr:llnary problem.

In these

cases the author reviewed the client's initial intake form and used the
client's autobiographical statement as a basis for deciding 'What seemed
the primary area·of difficulty.

This procedure did result in a loss of

mforn'l"ttion, even thour;h with most cases it was pos::Jible to make a decisj_on on what appeared to be the pr:lrnary reason for seelrj_ng help.
After this re-assessment of the data, it was found that twenty-nine .
respondents .( 1.q percent) soup-ht services because of psychological or .
emotional difflculties.

Twenty-five respondents (40 percent) sought

services because of family or m.-::wital

problem..~.

Seven respondents (11

percent) reported work-related problem..c; as their primary reason for
seekinr:, assistance.

Work-related problems included impairrrent of work

performance, conflicts with fellow employees
satisfaction with one's job.

o~

an employer, and dis-

Only one respondent (2 percent) reported

an alcohol problem as the primary reason for

seekin~

help.

Respondents were almost evenly divided on whether their

wor~~
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TABIB 3
ADDITIONAL CHARACTEIUSTICS OF r11IE RESPONDEID'S
Characteristics
Previous Contact with a Mental
Health Professionals:
Yes
No
Total:
Issues Which Brought Client(s)
to CAPE:
Psychological or Ernotional
Alcohol
Work-related
Family o~ Marital
Total:
Was Work Performance Affected
by Personal Difficulties:
Yes
Not Sure
No
Total:
How Work Performance Was Affected:
Missed Work
Decreased Production
Decreased Concentration
Decreased Ability to Work With Others
Physical Distress
Psychological Distress
Blank
Total:

Number

Percent

26
36

42%.
58
100

29
1

47
2
11
40

~

7

25

~

roo

22
18
22

36
29
36

~

ror

4.

7
3
7

2

4

2
3

5

Ll2

02

3

5

8
68
lOl

performance was affected by the personal difficulties they were experiencing.

11wenty-two respondents (36 percent) reported their work

1

performance had been affected, twenty-two (36 percent) also said their
work performance was not affected, and eighteen respondents (29 percent) indicated they were unsure if their work performance had been
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affected by their. personal difficulties.
. As a follow-up question to the above·, subjects were asked to indicate how their work performance was affected by their personal problems. . Twenty respondents ( 32 percent) answered this question, and
these were the same respondents who had indicated on the previous item
that their work· had been affected by their personal problems.

Of those

answering this question, four (20 percent) reported missing work, two
(10 percent) reported their production rate was decreased,

fo~

(20

percent) mentioned decreased concentration, and two (10 percent) reported a decreased ability to work with others.
percent).rnentioned various symptoms that were

Eight respondents (40

c~tegorized

as physical

or psychological distress.
Responses to Process-oriented Items
Question number one was, "Before your ·contact with CAPE, what was
your personal attitude toward CAPE?" Thirty-three respondents (53 percent) indicated a definitely or so!!lewhat positive attitude, twenty-six
respondents (42 percent) indicated

havin~

no opinion, and three re-

spondents (5 percent) repor.ted having a definitely or sorrEwhat negative
attitude prior to.· contact .with CAPE.
Question number two was,· ~'From what source did you hear about the
CAPE program?" As can be seen in
in a variety of ways.

.~able

4, respondents heard about CAPE

11wenty respondents (32 percent) indicated hearing

about CAPE from their company personnel department, .lf.lhile sixteen respondents (26 percent) heard of CAPE from publicity. or CAPE staff.
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'El\DLE 4

CLIENTS' INFORMATION SOURCE HEGARDING CAPE

Source

Number

Percent

13
3
7.
20
10
6
3

21%
5
11
32
16
10
5

Publicity
CAPE Staff
Fellow Employees
Personnel Department
Supervisor
Family Membe:r;Other

02

Total:

rmr

Question number four was, "How comfortable were you seeking help
for personal problems?"

Forty-two respondents (68 percent) indicated

being very or somewhat comfortable, while twenty (32 percent) indicated
being very or somewhat uncomfortable seeking help.
Question number

ei~l-it

·was, "Once you called CAPE for an appoint-

ment, how long was it before you were seen?"

As can be seen from table

5, sixty respondents (97 .percent) reported being seen within six days.
rl'ABIE 5

CLIENTS' REPORT OF WAITING TIME
Number of Days
Seen Same Day
1-2 pays
3-4 Days·
4-6 Days
Over 6 Days
Total:

Number
1

21

24
14
2

~

Percent
2%

34
39

23
3

ror
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Question number nine was, "Was this soon enough for you?" Sixty
respondents (97 percent) indicated they were seen soon enough, while
two respondents (3 percent) indicated they did not feel they were seen
soon enough.
Question number ten was, "What was the total number of times you
were seen by a CAPE staff?" Twenty-one respondents (34 percent) were
seen one or two times, thirty-five respondents (57 ·percent) were seen
three to ten times, and six (10 percent) were seen more than ten t:Unes.
The average number of times seen for the sixty-two respondents was 5.5.
Question number eleven was, "Was this enough for you?" Fortyeight respondents (77 percent) indicated satisfaction with the number
of times seen, while fourteen (23 percent) were not satisfied with the
number of t1mes seen.
Question number thirteen was, "If CAPE had not been available,,
would you have sought help elsewhere from a nEntal health professional?"
Twenty-two respondents (36 percent) indicated they would have souf1lt
help elsewhere, twenty-two (36 percent) also indicated they did not
know if they would have, and ei[?;hteen respondents (29 percent) indicated they would not have sought help elsewhere.
Responses to Outcom=-oriented Items
Question number twelve was, "Did you get what you expected from
.,,

going to.CAPE?" Twenty-five respondents (40 percent) indicated their
expectations were definiteiy rret, twenty-nine respondents (47 percent)
reported somewhat, and eight respondents (13 percent) said their expectations were definitely not met.
Question number fourteen was, "In an overall sense, how satisfied
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are you with the services you received from CAPE?" Fifty-three respondents (86 percent) indicated being vet'y or mildly satisfied, while
nine (15 percent) indicated being very or mildly dissatisfied with services received from CAPE.
Questi<;>n number fifteen was, "If you were to seek help again,
would you return to CAPE?" Forty-four respondents (71 percent) said
they would return, fourteen (23 percent) indicated they were not sure,
and four (6 percent) reported they would not return.
Ques~ion

number sixteen was, 111\s a result of seeing a CAPE. coun-

selor, was there a change in your work performance?" Twenty-one respondents (34 percent) indicated improvement, forty (65 percent)

re~

ported no change, and one respondent (2 percent) mdicated their

wo~k

performance got worse.
Responses to 0pen-ended Items
A preliminary question to the open-ended items was, "Do you lmow
fellow employees who mif)lt benefit from the services at CAPE, but don't

go?" Thirty-four respondents (56 percent) indicated awareness of fellow

emplo~lees

who could benefit from services but do not go, while

twenty-eight (45 percent) reported not lmowing of fellow

employe~s

in

need of services •.
Question number eighteen was, "If yes to number seventeen, what
do you think mif)1t be r.Ja.kine; it hard for them to go?" Thirty-eight
(61 percent) of the sixty-two respondents answered this question.

As

can be seen from.table 6, eleven (30 percent) thought the sti@na of
mental health

problem.~

was ma.king it hard for fellow employees who

might benefit from CAPE' services to seek services.

Eight (21 percent)
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thought the stim-na of seeing a professional, and eight (21 percent)
thought ·the failure to recognize mental health problems was contributory to the failure of possibly troubled employees to seek CAPE services.

TABIB 6
CLIENTS' REPORI1 OF OBSTACLES FOR FELLOW EMPLOYEES
Corrunents
of Mental Health Problems
Stigma of SeeinG a Mental Health
Professional
Failure to Recognize Mental
Health Problems
Insufficient Understanding of
Assistance Available
other
Sti~

Total:

Number

Percent

11

30%

8

21

8

21

5
6

13
16
101

-

j8"

Question number nineteen was., "What do you thin1<: would need to
·change at your place of employment for more people to use CAPE services?" .As can

b~

seen from table 7, nineteen· respondents (31 percent)

· suggested increased publicity of CAPE as a way to increase the number
of employees who would use CAPE services.
rrABLE 7

CLIENTS' SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGES AT WOHK-SITE
Suggestions
Supervisor Encouragement
Publicity of CAPE services

Number

Percent

6

10%
31

19

64

TABLE 7--Continued
Number

Suggestions
Information on Mental Health
Problems and Counseling
Don't Know
Blank.

Others

6

5
13
13

~

Total:

Percent

10%
8
21
21
IOI"

Question. number twenty was, "What do you think would need to
change about CAPE for more people to use· CAPE services?" As can be
seen· from table 8,

fi~een

respondents (24 percent) suggested increas-

ing publicity of CAPE services as a way to increase the number of employees utilizing CAPE.services.

Eif9.it respondents (13 percent) com-

rnented that there was no need for CAPE to change.
TABLE 8
CLIENTS' SU("iJESTIONS FOR CHANGES AT CAPE
Suggestions

Number

Percent

Increased Availability and Accessibility
Publicity of CAPE Services
Provide More Services
No Need to Change

6
15

10%

Blank

21

others
Total:

~

7
13
34
13.

4
8

8

24

!01

Question number twenty-one was, "Any corrments or suggestions about your experiences w'ith CAPE?" As.can be seen from table 9, thirtyone respondents (50 percent) made positive conments about their ex-
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perience with CAPE, while eight respondents (13 percent) ma.de negative
comments, and only three respondents (5 percent) indicated suggestions
for change.

TABLE 9
CLil~N1J.1S'

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS

Number

Comments
Appreciation of Help
Positive Comments Regarding S~aff
Negative Comments Regarding Staff
Appreciative of Services Existence
Criticisms of Services
IvI:i.scellaneous Suggestions for Change
·Blank
Total:

Percent

15

24%

11

18
8
8
5

5
5
3
3

5
32

20

b2

j]Q"

Results artd Discussion of Cross-tabulations
In this section the results of the cross-tabulations which were

done will be examined.

Some collapsing of cateeories was done to corn-

.pensate for the dispersion of responses to some of the
items.

·questio~e

It is possible that the small study population contributed to

the lack of statistically significant differences with most of the
cross-tablulations.

No further attempt was made to statistically

analyze the results, as the raw data was,· for the most part, judged inappropriate for further analyses.
When the characteristic of sex was compared with nine selected
questionnaire items, no statistically significant differences were
found.

While no cross-tabulations were sigpificant at the 5% level,

several comparisons suggested tendencies toward differences.

As can
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be seen from table 10, there was a tendency for those respondents seen
1-2 times to be female.

Of the twenty-one respondents seen 1-2 times,

40 percent of the females (19) and 13 percent of the males

(2) were 1n

this category.
There seemed to be a tenqency for females .to be less satisfied
than males with the number of tines seen.

As can be seen from table 11,

26 percent of the forty-seven female respondents (12) as compared to 13
percent of the

fi~een

males (2) indicated dissatisfaction with the

number of times seen.
As can be seen from table 12, 93 percent of the males (14) and 85
percent of the females (40) said that their expectations of CAPE were
definitely or somewhat met.

Seven percent of the males (1) and 15 per-

cent of the females (7) indicated not getting what they expected from
TABLE 10
SEX BY NUMBEH. OF SESSIONS
1-2
Sex:
Male
Female
Colunn Total:

2 (13%)
19 (40%)

21

3-10

12 (80%)

23 (49%)

35

over 10

Row Total

(7%)
5 (11%)
6

15 (100%)

1

47 (100%)
62
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'l1AJ3LE 11

SEX BY SATISFACTION WI'I'H NU"l!BER OF SESSIONS

Yes

No

Row Total

(87%)
35 (74%)
48

2 (13%)

12 (26%)

15 (100%)
47 (100%)

Sex:
Male
Female
Column Total

13

TABIB

14

62

12

SEX BY W.HEfHER EXPECTATIONS \\!ERE MN.I'

Yes

Somewhat

No

Row Total

8 (53%)

1 (7%)
7 (15%)

15 (100%)
47 (100%)

Sex:

Male
6 (40%)
Female 19 (40%)
COltµ!n Total: 25

21 (45%)

29

8

~

CAPE.
The sex of respondents was also compared with the item asking
whether they would have sought help elsewhere if CAPE had not been available.

From table 13 it can be seen that 40 percent of the females

(19) .and 20 percent of the males (3) answered in the affirmative.
As can be seen. from table 14, 93 percent of the males (14) and

83 percent of the females (39) reported overall satisfaction with services received from CAPE.
The results of the four remaining cross-tabulations of sex with
questionnaire items are included in appendix B.

These results are not

discussed, since no tendencies toward differences are suggested.
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One of the reasons for comparing level of education with nine of
the questionnaire items was the expectation that less educated clients
would differ in their responses from more educated clients.

While

there were some proclivities in that direction, none ·or the results was
statistically significant.
As can be seen from.table 15, there was a tendency for those respondents with previous counseling experience to also have the most
education. ·Fifty-five percent (11) of those with at least a Bachelor's
degree :indicated previous counseling as compared to 26 percent (5) of
those with high school or less education.

From table 16 it can be seen

that those who reported they would have sought help elsewhere tended to
be in the higher education categories.
TABLE 13
SEX

BY·WOULD SEEK HELP ELSEWHERE
Yes

Don't Know

No

Row Total

7 (47%)

5 (33%)
13 (28%)

15 (100%)
47 (100%)
62

Sex:
Male
Female
Column Total:

3 (20%)
19 (40%)

22

15 (32%)

22

18
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TABLE 14

SEX BY OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH CAPE
Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Row Total

(7%)

15 (100%)
47 (100%)
62

Sex:

14 (93%)
39 (83%)

Male
Female
Column Total:

1

8 (17%)

53

9

TABLE 15

EDUCATION BY PREVIOUS COUNSELING EXPERIBNCE
No

Row Total

14 (74%)

19 (100%)

12 (57%)
9 (45%)

21 (100%)
20 (100%)

Yes
Education:
HS or less
5 (26%)
Technical Training or
Some College ·
9 (43%)'
BA, MA, Ph,D,

Column Total

11 (55%)

25

TABLE

35

'6()

16

EDUCATION BY WOULD SEEK HELP ELSEWHERE
Yes
Education:
HS or less
3 (16%)
Technical Training
or Some College 11 (52%)
BA, NIA., Ph.D.
.
8 ( 40%)
Column Total
22

·Unsure

No

Row Total

7 (37%)

9 (47%)

19 (100%)

5 (24%)
9 (45%)

5 (21+%)
3 (15%)

21 (100%)
20 (100%)

21

17
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Forty percent (8) of those with a college degree, 52 percent (11) of

l
i
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those with technical training or some college, and 16 percent (3) of
those with hi@'l school or less education reported they would have
sought help elsewhere if CAPE had not been available.
The cross-tapulations of education levels with the items regarding satisfaction revealed very similar distributions of responses, i.e.,
those with the least amount of education were as likely to be satisfied
with services as those with the most education.
cross-tabulations are included in appendix

The results to these

c.

Incom= levels were also compared to the same questionnaire items
as with education levels.

Again there were no statistically significant

differences, but several tendencies can be identified,

In looking at

table 17 a tendency can be seen for those respondents in the lower income groups to report feeling uncomfortable, as compared to those in
the higher income levels.

Forty-one percent (9) of those earning $500-

799 were uncomfortable, as compared to eighteen percent (4) of those
earning more thrm, $1100 per month.
was a

sli~)1t

As can be seen from table 18, there

tendency for the lower income respondents ($500-1100) to

report t~ky would not have sougtit help elsewhere, as compared to the
higher income (over $1100).respondents.

Forty-seven percent (8) of

those earning over $1100 versus 33 percent (13) of those earning $5001100 indicated they would have sought help elsewhere if CAPE had not
been available.
The cross-tabulations of income level with items regarding satisfaction revealed very similar distributions of responses, i.e., lower
:income clients were as likely to be satisfied with services as higher
:tnc~

clients.

The results of these cross-tabulations are included
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TABLE 17
INCOMG BY COMFORT SEEKING HELP
Comfortable
Incone:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999
Column Total:

13
13
10
3

39

Uncomfortable

9
4
1
3

(59%)
(76%)
(91%)
(50%)

17

(41%)
(24%)
(9%)
(50%)

Row Total
22
17
11
.6

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

56

TABIB 18
INCOME BY WOULD SEEK HELP ELSEWHERE

Income:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999
CollU1lt1 Total

Yes

Unsure

7 (32%)

9 (41%)
3 (18%)
3 (27%)
3 (50%)

G (35%)

5 (45%)
3 (50%)

21

18

Row Total

No

22 '(100%)
17 (100%)
11 (99%)
6 (100%)

6 (27%)
8 (47%)
3 (27%)
0 (0%)
17

SF

in appendix D.

The primary presenting problems of respondents were compared to
selected questionnaire items.
ferences were found.

.

A~ain

.

no statistically significant dif-

As can be seen from tab le 19 • there might ·be

a

tendency for those with alcohol or work-related problems to 1ndicate
they would not have sougpt help elsewhere if CAPE had not been availI

I

able.
Table 20 presents the results of comparisons when the categories
of alcohol and work-related problems are combined, and when psycho-

"':
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TABLE

19

PRESENTING .PROBIB.1\/l BY WOULD SEEK IIELP ELSEWHERE

Presenting Problems:
Psychological
Alcohol
Work-related
Marital or
Family
Column Total:

Yes

Unsure

10 (34%)
0 (0%)
1 (14%)

13 (45%)
0 (0%)
1 (lll%)

8 (32%)

11 (44%)

22

22

No

Row Total

6 (21%)
1 (100%)
5 (72%)

6 (24%)

nr

logical and marital or family problems are combined.

29 (100%)
1 (100%)
7 (100%)
25 (100%)

b2

As can be seen

. from table 20, 75 percent (6) of the eight respondents with alcohol or
work-related problems indicated they would not have sought help elsewhere.

This is as compared to 22 percent (12) of the

fi~y-four

re-

spondents with psychological and marital or family problems who reported they would not have sought help elsewhere if CAPE had not been·
available.

The results of cross-tabulations of respondents'

pr~senting

problems: with items regarding natisfaction revealed similar distributions of responses.

E.

Tables of

the~e

results are included in appendix
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TABLE 20
PRESENTING PROBLEMS BY WOULD SEEK HELP ELSEWHERE

Yes
.Presenting Problem$:
Alcohol and
1 (13%)
Work-related
Psychological and
Marital or
Family
21 (39%)
22
Colunm Total

Unsure

No

Row Total

1 (13%)

6 (75%)

8 (101%)

21 (39%)

12 (22%)

22

20

54 (100%)
b2

The remainder of this section will discuss the results of crosstabulations between selected questionnaire items.
Question number one, 1vhich asked subjects to indicate their precontact attitude toward CAPE, was compared to several other items.

As

can be seen from table 21, 82 percent (27) of those with a positive attitude reported. feeling comfortable seeking help.

This is 1n compari-

son· to the 52 percent (15) of the twenty-nine respondents with either
no opinion or a negative opinion of CAPE who reported feeling comfortable,
From table 22 a tendency can be seen for those who had a positive
attitude to report getting what they expected, as compared to those who
had no opinion or a negative attitude.

Fifty-eight percent (19) of

those with a positive attitude and 23 percent (6) of those with no
opinion reported getting what they expected from CAPE.

rrhere also was

a tendency for those respondents with a positive pre-contact attitude
to indicate they would return, as compared to those with no opinion or a
negative attitude.

As can be seen from table 23, 82 percent (27) of
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those with a positive attitude and 59 percent (16) of the twenty-nine
with no opinion or a negative attitude indicated they would return to
CAPE.
TABLE

21

PRE-CONTACT ATI'ITUDE BY COMFORT SEEKING HELP
Comfortable
Pre-contact Attitude:
Positive
No Opinion
Negativ~

ColUim Total:

Uncomfortable

Row Total

6 (18%)

33 (100%)
26 (100%)
3 (100%)
b2

27 (82%)
14 (54%)
1 (33%)

12 (46%)

2 (67%)
20

42

TABLE 22
PRE-CONTACT ATI'IWDE BY WHETHER EXPECTATIONS WERE I'IJEI'
Yes

Pre-contact Attitude:
Positive
19 (58%)
No Opinion
6 (23%)
0 (0%)
Nee;ative
Column Total
25

Somewhat

No

Row Total

li (36%)
14 (54%)
3 (100%)

2 (6%)
6 (23%)
0 (0%)

33 (100%)
26 (100%)
3 (100%)

29

8

b2

..;
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TABLE 23
PRE-CONTACT ATI1ITUDE BY WOULD

Pre-contact Attitude:
Positive
No Opinion
Negative
Colt.U11n Total:

Illi~\J

TO CAPE

Yes

Ne

Rew Total

·27 (82%)
14 (54%)
2 (67%)

6 (18%)
12 (46%)
1 (33%)
19

33 (100%)
26 (100%)
3 (100%)

43

b2

Cross-tabulations were also done between pre-contact attitude and
previous counseling experience and satisfaction with services.
results are not suggestive of any differences.

The~e

Tables of these results

a.re :included :in appendix F.
Question number three, which asked subjects to indicate if they
previously had seen a mental health professional, ·was compared with
three other questionnaire items.
there was a
couns~ling

sli~,ht

From table 24 it can be seen that

tendency for those respondents who had had previous

experience .to report being comfortable seeking help, as com-

pared to those without such experience.

Seventy-three percent (19) of

those with previous experience and 61t percent (23) of those without
counseling experience indicated being comfortable seeking help.
From table 25 it can be seen that previous counseling e)cperience
seemed to make no difference in how respondents reported whether their
expectations of CAPE were met •. Similarly, in looking at table 26 it
can be seen that previous

counsel1n~

experience did not seem to make a
.

.

difference in how respondents reported overall satisfaction with CAPE
services.

These results were contrary to the expectation that previous
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counseling experience would affect satisfaction with services.
TABLE 24

PREVIOUS COUNSELING BY COMFORT

Previous Counseling:
Yes
No

HELP

Comfortable

Uncomfortable

Row Total

19 (73%)
23 (64%)

7 (27%)
13 (36%)
20

26 (100%)
36 (100%)

42

Column Total:

SEEKL~G

62

TABLE 25
PREVIOUS COUNSELING BY WHErHER EXPECTATIONS WERE MEr

Previous Counseling:
Yes
No

Column Total

Yes

Somewhat

No

Row Total

10 (38%)
15 (42%)

13 (50%)
16 (44%)

5 (14%)

3 (12%)

26 (100%)
36 (100%)

25

29

8

62

TABLE 26
PREVIOUS COUNSELING BY OVERALL SATISFACTION v.JITH SERVICES

Satisfied
Previous Counseling:
Yes
No

Column Total

24 (92%)
29 (81%)

53

Dissatisfied

Row Total

2 (8%)
7 (19%)
9

26 (100%)
36 (100%)

62

Question number four, which asked subjects to indicate their level
of comfort seeking help for personal problems, was compared with three

"'4
~

!
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other questionnaire items.

The results indicated no differences between

the gr:'Oup that reported feeling comfortable and the group reporting
feeling uncomfortable as far as responses to the three questionnaire
items.

The results of these comparisons are included in appendix G.

Aga.1.n the results were contrary to the author's expectation that level
of comfort in seeking help would affect report of satisfaction with services.
Question number· six, which asked subjects if their .personal difficulties were affe?ting.their work performance, was compared to the re'sponses to the item asking if work performance.had changed as a result
of CAPE services.

The author's expectation was that those clients whose

work performance had been affected by personal problems would report improvenent in work performance after r;oine to CAPE.

The results to this

inter-item

As can be seen from

comp~ison

suggest such a relationship.

table 27, 68 percent (15) of the twenty-two respondents who indicated
·impaired work performance reported improved work performance attributable to CAPE service$.

Of the

eight~en

respondents who were unsure if

their work performance had been affected, 2-2 percent (4) reported .improved work performance and 78 percent (14) indicated no change in their ·
work performance.

Of the twenty-two who reported their work

had not been affected by their personal problems,

performanc~

91 percent (20) re-

ported no chan8e and 9 percent (2) indicated improved work performance
as a result of going to CAPE.

The consistency in responses to these

two items is suggestive of positive inter-item reliability.

·
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TABLE 27
WORK PERFORMANCE IMPAIRMENT BY CHANGE IN WORK PERFORMANCE
Improveirent

No Change

Got Worse

Row Total

15 (68%)
4 (22%)
2 :C9%)

6 (27%)
11+ (78%)
20 (91%)

. 1 (5%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1

22 (100%)
18 (100%)
22 (100%)

Impai~nt:

Yes.
Not Sure
No
Column Total:

4o

21

~

The number of times respondents were seen was compared to the report of satisfaction with number of sessions.

It was expected that

clients seen 1-2 times would not be as satisfied as compared to those
seen a greater number of tines.
pectation.

The results do not support this ex-

As can be seen from table 28, of the twenty-one respondents

seen 1-2 times, 81 percent (17) were satisfied with the number of sessions, Thirty-five respondents were seen 3-10 times, and 74 percent
(26) were· satisfied with the number of sessions.

Six respondents were

seen over ten times, and 83 percent (5) were satisfied with the number
of sessions.

TABLE 28
NUMBER OF SESSIONS BY SATISFACTION WITH NUMBER OF SESSIONS

Number of Sessions:
1-2
3"'."10
Over 10
Column Total·:

Satisfaction

Dissatisfaction

17 (81%)
26 (74%)

4 (19%)
9 (26%)
1 (17%)

5 (93%)

~8

14

Row Total

21 (100%)
. 35 (100%)
6 (100%)
~
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The number of times respondents were seen was also corn,pared to
the overall satisfaction with services at CAPE.

Again it was expected

that those seen 1-2 times would not be as satisfied as compared to
those respondents seen a greater number of times,

The results are in-

dicative of only a sli@Jlt tendency in that direction.

As can be seen

from table 29, of the twenty-one respondents seen 1-2 timee, 76 percent

(16) reported overall satisfaction with services.

Of the thirty-five

respondents seen 3-10 tines, 89 percent (31) were satisfied with services.

.And of the six respondents seen over ten times, 100% (6) re-

ported overall satisfaction with services.
TABLE 29
NUMBER OF SESSIONS BY OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES
Satisfaction
Number of Sessions:
1-2
3-10
Over 10
Column Total:

Dissatisfaction

16 (76%)
31 (89%)
6 (100%)
53

5 (24%)
4 (11%)
0 (0%)
9·

Row Total

21 (100%)
35 (100%)
6 (100%)

b2

The involvement of clients with CAPE at the time of the survey
was compared

~1th

the responses to three questionnaire items.

Table 30

presents the results of the comparison between client involvement and
whether expectations were rnet.

Of the forty respondents whose cases

were closed, 85 percent (34) reported their expectations of CAPE were
somewhat or definitely met.

Of the twenty respondents whose cases were

still open at the tirrE of the survey, 91 percent (20) indicated their
expectations were somewhat or definitely met.

Whether a respondent's
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case

wa~

open or closed at the time of the survey did not seem to affect

the report

o~

the degree to which expectations of CAPE were met.
TABLE

CLIE:t-..lT

INVOLVE.WIEJ~

30

BY vllJETHER EXPECTATIONS WETIE MET

Yes
Client Involvement:
Open Case
9 (41%)
Closed Case 16 (40%)
Column Total:
25

Somewhat

No

11 (50%)
18 (45%)

2 <9~n
6 (15%)

29

8

Row Total

22 (100%)

. 40 (100%)

62

The involvement of clients with CAPE was compared with the responses

regardin~

overall satisfaction with

this comparison are presented in table 31.

serv~ces.

The results of

8f .the forty respondents

whose cases were closed at the time of the survey, 85 percent (34) indicated satisfaction with services and 15 percent (6) reported overall
dissatisfaction with services.

Of the twenty-two respondents whose

cases were closed at the time of the survey, 82 percent (18) indicated
satisfaction with services and 18 percent (4) reported overall dissatisfaction with services.

Again the r;r'Oup of respondents whose cases

were closed and those who were open responded similariy to this report
of satisfaction.
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TABLE 31
CLIENT INVOVJEMENT BY OVERALL SATISFAC'l'ION WITH SERVICES

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Row Total

18 (82%)
34 '(85%)

4 (18%)

22 (100%)
40 (100%)
62

Client Involverrent:
Open Case
Closed Case
Colunn Total:

6 (15%)

52

10

The involvement of clients was also compared with the responses .
to the question askmg if they would return to CAPE if in need of help
:in

the future.

The results of this comparison are presented in table

32. Of the forty respondents whose cases were closed, 65 percent (26)
said they would return.

Twenty-five percent (10) said they were unsure

and 10 percent (4) said they would not return.

Of the twenty-two re-

spondents whose cases were open at the time of the survey, 82 percent

(18) said they would return

and

18 percent (4) indicated they were un-

sure.
TABLE 32
CLIENT INVOLVE!''IENT BY WOULD RETURN TO CAPE

. Yes
Client Involvement:
Open Case
Closed Case
Colunn Total:

18 (82%)
76 (65%)
44

Unsure

No

Row Total

4 (18%)
10 (25%)

0 (0%)

22 (100%)

14

4 (10%)

4

40 (100%)
62

CHAPIBR V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter discusses the characteristics of the study group,
the questionnaire results, and the :implications of the study.
dition, an analysis of the response rate, a critique of the

In ad-

evaluat~on

process, and recommendations for future evaluations are included.
Questionnaire Results and Implications
Characteristics of the study g;roup and resnondent group
Of interest as far as sex composition of the study group was
that more females than males were CAPE clients.

Also, females were

more apt to return the questionnaire than males.

It is common know-

ledge that psychiatric hospitals and mental health clinics provide
treatment to more women than men.

One possibility is that CAPE, like

traditional mental health services, fails to reach or engage rren as
well as women.

Two of the

lar~est

employee groups are at a school dis-

trict and medical hospital, work-sites that traditionally employ a
lar~

percentage of women.

This could account for more females than

males seelcine.; service from CAPE.

Two. of the other companies in con-

tract with CAPE are industrial manufacturing

work-site~,

percentage of the employees are biue-collar males.
this gr'OUp is less likely to use CAPE services.

where a large

It is possible th.at

Some of the possible

explanations for low utilization of mental health services by bluecollar workers were presented in chapter II.
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One of the assumptions of employee assistance programs is that
traditional mental health services are not affordable by many working
people.

Fi~y-eight

percent of the study population and sixty-three

percent of the respondents were in the two lower income categories.

As

expected, there was a tendency for lower income respondents to report
they would not have sour;ht help elsewhere.

The results of this study

surn?;est that CAPE ls accoJ:ll)lishing its p;oal of servine; employees who
otherwise would not receive mental health serv1ces.
As can be seen from table 1, the study
in

clien~

~oup

represented a range

characteristics rep;arding marital status, age, and education.

This clearly suo:r;ests that CAPE is servinr; a variety of errq:iloyees.
Since one of tl1e assumptions of

emplo~ree

that working peopie tend not to utlli%e

assistance proerams is

tradit~onal

mental pea.1th a-

gencies, i.t was somewhat surprisinr; that twenty-six respondents (42
percent) had previously seen a mental health professional.

However,

suc!l assumptions pert.:Un primarily to blue-collar workers.

Two of the

largest employee

.~9ups

are from a hospital and school. district, work-

sites that are riot usually associated with blue-collar work.
On rare occasions an employee is mandatorily referred to

a supervisor.

In

rev~ewlnr,

CAPE

b~r

client records, over 95 percent of the

clients are volunta.ryr and CAPE does emphasize voluntarism.
respondents (87 percent) sour.ht aRsistance because of
emotional problems, or family· or marital problems.
indicated havinr; alcohol as a primary problem.

Fifty-four

psycholo~cal

or

Only one respondent

C.l\.PE's emphasis on

voluntarism does seem effective for employees experiencine; psycholof")-Cal,
family,. and marital problem'1.

However, this emphasis may not be as ef-
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fective for enc;ac.;ing those employees who have alco110.1,
related problems.

This

sup-~estion

~viug,

is made by comparing the

or workpr~senting

problems of the respondent group to the suggestion in the literature
that L!-8 percent o·.r 8.J'.lY work force include employees with alcohol problem..<3.
One of the intentions of CAPE, as with most broad-brush employee
assistance prop:rams, is to provide assistance to employees before their
job perform.mce is impaired.

Twenty-two respondents (36 percent) re-

. ported the:l.r work performance was affected by their personal problems,
and twepty-two (36 percent) said it was not affected.
was that

ei.~hteen

Of interest also

respondents (29 percent) were unsure if their work

perform.nee was affected.

While lack: of information precludes a de-

finitive interpretation, it seems possible that this group of employees
was unaware of on-the-job m:111ifestations of personal problems.
That employees may not 11ttend to how personal problems can affect
work performance was further su.se;ested by responses to question seven.
The-respondents who had indicated their work performance was affected
by their• personal problems all answered the question, "In what way was
your work performance affected?"

Of the twenty respondents who an-

swered this question, eip-,,ht (40 percent) provided replies that were.
considered specifically job performance impairment.

The remaining

twelve (60 percent) mentioned symptoms of per~onal problems, but did
not specify hovi work performA.nce was dt.rectly affected.

While the

wording of the question could have contributed to a failure to specify
symptorn of worlc impairment, it seems possible that employees are not
attuned to how personal problems affect their job perforrrinnce.
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These results may have implications for CAPE, since one of the
program objectives is to train and educate supervisors to be aware of

the iltpaired or declining work performance of employees. rrhese results
may

suggest that supervisors are not paying as nuch attention to job

performance criteria as could be possible.
or. job performance
~leqt

mani~estations

If employees are unaware

of personal problems, this may re-

the possibility of supervisors'

al~o

not doing so.

These sug-

gested interpretations could have implications for the CAPE staff in
planning future supervisor

trainin~,

or in educational efforts aimed at

employees.
Process-oriented item results
As the name implies, the Columbia Assistance Program for Employees
is intended to assist troubled working people.

As discussed in chapter

3, this study was intended to address the issues of physical and psychological availability and accessibility.
pre~contact

their

In asking clients about

attitude toward CAPE, it was assllined this would

vide an indication of receptivity to CAPE.

OVer·one-half of the re-·

spondents (53 percent) indicated a positive attitude.
fair~y

pr~

Since CAPE is

new, this does suggest that employees perceive CAPE as available

to them.
Comparisons between the pre-contact attitude toward CAPE and
selected questionnaire items support the idea that how a client perceives a mental health agency will affect his/her experience as a
client.

As was expected, those clients who had a positive pre-contact

attitude toward CAPE tended to be the most comfortable seeking help.
The importance of how an employee perceives CAPE prior to receiving
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services was evidenced by the results.

Those respondents \d.th a posi-

tive attitude were inclined to report getting what they expected from
CAPE.

Those with a positive pre-contact attitude also tended to be the

most satisfied with services, and to be the most likely to indicate they
would return •
.A possible

imp~ication

related to these results may have to do

with how CAPE introduces itself to a new company.

This study did n<?t

attempt to determine why sore employees have a positive attitude and
others a negative attitude toward CAPE.

However, it seems likely that

the way in which employees initially hear about CAPE may affect their
attitude, and more importantly, their subjective experience as a CAPE
client.

One further suggestion pertains to the key company employee

who is the work-site linkage person with CAPE.

In some cases this is

the company president, while in others it is a rember of the personnel
departrrent,

It seems plausible that how employees perceive this key

person may color their perception of CAPE.

As a consequence, CAPE staff

may want to consider this possibility in choosing such a linkage person, as well as in how this person is trained and utilized.
It seems natural and predictable that people seeking help for
personal problems will experience some uneasiness and anxiety.

That

forty-two (68 percent) of the sixty-two respondents reported feeling
comfortable seekinr-; help at CAPE strongly sugg;ests that CAPE staff are
successful in their explicit intention to provide an accepting atmosphere to troubled working people.

As had been anticipated, those

clients who had previous counseling experience tended to report being
more comfortable seeldng help than those without such experience, nine-
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t~en

(73 percent) versus twenty-three (64 percent), respectively. How-

as

ever, this was only a slight tendency, and the differences were not
great as expected •.
l

Hespondents ih the lower income cater;ories did tend to report be-

l

inc; more uncomfortable 1nitially than· those in the

hif.~her

income cate-

p;ories, .nine ( lt l percent) versus four ( 18 percent) , respectively.

This

tendency ·is consistent with assertions in the literature that lower
socioeconomic-level clients tend to view mental health services with
more fear and suspicion thc-m. hip.-J1er income cllents (Stone and Crowthers

1972; Overall and Aron:=>on 1963; !llasser, Due;r;M and Hofftnan 1975; Freeman and Viney 1977).
Of the sixty-two respondents 97 percent (GO) were seen within six
days of when they called for an appointment,

indicated satisfA.ction with· waitinr; time.

~a.riety-seven

percent also

Tnese results certainly in-:

dicate CAPE is suqcessful in cnsurinr; availability and accessibility ree;arding the initial appointrient.

One of the criticisms of traditional

mental health ac:encie$ is that waitlnr.; lists often runction as an obstacle to· worldnr.; people

oht:lin:ln.~

services

(J'Jmbas

and Bellinger· 1977).

The above results thus demonstrate that CAPE has el:i.m:illated this obstacle for. worldnc; ·people.
·The CAPE philosophy emphasizes providing short-term or sessionlimited problem-oriented therapy.
the study population

Nas Ii. 6.

The averaf,e nunber of sessions for

Tlle average nur.1ber of sessions for tl':1e

respondent;; war, 5.5, Md 3.8 for the nonrespondents.

The respondents

thus were seen the r1ost nur7lber of times n.nd the nonrespondents 1·.rere
seen the len.st nurnber of times.

Uhile ;?3 percent (llt) of the sixty-

l
l

l .
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two respondents indicated dissatisfaction with the number of times seen,
the results did not support the expectation that those seen fewer tin1es
would tend to be less satisfied.

'Illere was only a slight tendency for

those respondents seen the most times to report
faction

~Tit~

gre~ter

overall satis-

services.

. When clients were asked if they would have soup-pt help elsewhere
if CAPE were not available, eif,hteen (29 percent) of the sixty-two respondents said "no" and twenty-two (36 percent) were unsure.
terest is that female respondents indicated more
·help elsewhere than males.

This

mi~t

likeli..~ood

Of inof seeking

sugc;est that CAPE is providing

service$ to some.males who would not otherwise consider mental health
services as a source of help.

As was.expected, there was a stron8

tendency for those respondents with the least education and income to
repo~t

they would not have sour)1t help elsewhere.

These results sue-

e:est that CAPE.is providing services to people who would not ordinarily
utiliz~

traditional mental health services.

was a.strong

te~dency

In relation to this, there

for those respondents wlth at least a coller.;e

dee;ree and an income over $1100 per month to indicate they would have
sought services

elsewhere~

·So while servinp.; some employees who would

not ordinarily obtain mental health serv:tces, CAPE is also

servin~

emplo:irees who would be obtainine; services even if CAIB were not available,

It is often sur.,gested in the literature that employee assistance
programs provide services to employees who do not have access to traditional services.

CAPE does emphasize voluntarism, .and so it is ex-

pected that employees from all socioeconorti.c levels will utilize ser-
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vices.

If the utilization rate for the blue-collar work groups was

determined to be consistently lower than for other employee

group~,

CAPE would need to consider if this reflected problems and what could
impact on this.

As a fairly new program, CAPE may need to become

firmly established before it is feasible to examine the composition

o~

employees seen, and consider whether the client population reflects the
type of employees that CAPE views in most need of services.·
Outcome-oriented item results
The literature repeatedly sureests that most clients who respond
to client satisfaction questionnaires report satisfaction with services
(

'-1cPhee, Zussman and Joss 1975).

1

This was also the case with respond-

ents in the CAPE survey, as 86 percent of the respondents reported satisfaction with services.

The results of comparisons also suggested

that respondents were satisfied with services regardless of education
level, income level, type of presenting problem, or involvement at survey

time~

There was only a slight tendency for respondents seen more often
to report satisfaction with services.

Seventy-six percent (16) of the

·respondents seen 1-2 times reported satisfaction, as compared to 89
percent (31) of those seen 3-10 times and 100 percent (6) of those seen
over 10 tin'es who reported satisfaction with services.

These differences

are not statistically si,p;ni ficant, but could reflect possible trends.
These results parallel the results of other studies, where the greater
the number of sessions, the more likely a client reported satisfaction.
with services (Frank, Salzman and Fere;us 1977).
As Jrentioned above, the majority of respondents reported being·
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satisfied with services.

Since this is a subjective mearmre, it can

only be considered as descriptive information and is not amenable to
interpretations.

This measure was considered an outcome item, and as.

descriptive information it might be useful.

The CAPE staff may want to

inform the managements of the contracting conlpanies how employees perceived their experience with CAPE.
Another item that relates to satisfaction with the outcome of services pertained to whether clients got what they expected from CAPE.
Twenty-five respondents (40 percent) definitely got what they expected,,
twenty-nine (47 percent) indicated their expectations were somewhat met,,
apd ei0:1t (13 percent) said their expectations were definit'ely not met.
Without further information it is unlmown why the responses to this item
tended to be less positive than to the previous item.

It was expected

that those respondents whose cases were open mtght be more likely to
indicate their

expecta~ions

were not net.

This expectation was not

supported, as responses were similar between those ca::3es open and those
closed.
A more indlrectly phrased question pertaininr: to satisfaction with
the results from c;oing to C/\.PE was, "If you were to seek help again,
would you return to CAPE?"

The results to this are somewhat puzzl;ing,

as forty-four respondents (71 percent) said

t~ey

would return and

een (29 percent) indicated they would not return or were unsure.

eigi.~t

If

these responses are considered a report of satisfaction with outcome,,
they are lower: than other items askinr; about satisfaction.
Of ·the forty respondents whose cases were closed at the time of
the survey, 35 percent ( lt) indicated they were unsure if they would re-
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turn or would not return to CAPI:.

In comparison, of the twenty-two re-

spondents whose cases were closed at the time of.the survey, 18 percent

(4) said they were unsure· if they would return to CAPE. 'Ihe results
suggest a slit:.,ht tendency for those respondents \'-Those cases were closed
to more ljj{ely report reluctance to return to CAPE in the future, as
compared to the group of respondents whose cases were still open.
One possibility is that.the responses to this item are a more accurate reflection
satisfaction.

o~

client satisfaction than other items pertaining to

would be consistent with studies on client satis-

~'.his

-raction that questi.on the usefulness of var;ue measures of satisfaction.
Such studies

su~r;est

that more specific questions

re~arding

client sat-

isfaction may r:ather more accurate assessments of client perceptions
(Attkisson, Harp:reaves, Horowitz and Sorennen 1978;
and Joss 1975).

~·'IcPhee,

Zussrnan

Twenty-nine or the respondents either would not return

to CAPE or were unsure if they would.

It could be inferred from these

responses of how clients say they would behave, that twenty-nine percent
of the respondents were not satisfied with their experience as a CAPE
client.
The final iteM that pertained to client outcome was, "As a result of seeinr: a
formance?"

Cl\ PE

counselor, was there a chanr,e in your work per-

One of the rl1A.j or

asswn~)t1ons

of emplo:vce assistance programs

like CAPE is that the personal problems of emplo;rees are often brour::,ht
along to t0c workplace and o. ffect :Job perforr.1ance.
thisJ it is

~sswned

lems, then job

As a corollary to

that if employees obtain assist?J1ce for their prob-

~-,erformance

problems should diminish.

In this study

those respondents who reported job performance problems also indicated

..,
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improved performance after receiving CAPE assistance.

Fi~een

of the

twenty-two who reported work performance problems said their performance improved.

Of interest also was that of the twenty-two respondents

who reported no work performance impairment, twenty (91 percent) reported no chanf1:e
proved

a~er

~

work performance and two (9 percent) said it was im-

CAPE involvement.

Such results suEgest that CAPE is accomplishing one of its major
r;oals in providin£: assistance to employees whose work performance is
impaired because of personal troubles.

A further suer;estion is that

CAPF. may be accomplishinr.; its ob._1ective of being a preventive mental
health service.

Such a-

su13..~stion

would need to assume that the group

of employees not reporting job performance impairment may eventually
have rnani festeci .1 ob performance impairment without :intervention of any
kind,

This is a. sur;r.;estive comnent, as it would seem necessary to use

a control ·group for comparison in demonstratine such a preventive function •
.?pen-ended item results
One of the reasons for inclusion of open-ended items in the questionnaire was to provide opportunities for clients to make comnents and
not be solely restricted to multiple-choice answers.

Several items

focused on issues of availability and accessibility of services,

They

were intended to [.ather information on potential obstacles to providing
services to working people.
lliirty-four (56%) of the sixty-two respondents indicated being
aware of fellow employees in need of, but not receiving CAPE services.
This mir)lt be a deceptive

findin~.

since it is unknown how open em-
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ployees are
vices.

amen~

themselves

rer.ardin~

their utilization of CAPE ser-

However, some of the comments made about obstacles seem imper-

tant to discuss.

Subjects were asked to describe what might be ma.king

it hard for fellow employees to seek services.

The sti8jl1a of mental

health problems, the sti[1Tla. of seeinr; a rental health professional, and
the failure to reco['1lize nental health problems acc01.mted for 92 percent of the comnents ffi3.de by the respondents.

These corrnnents by em-

ployees echo reports in the literature that such issues as stigma about
mental illness and·

seeld.n~

help need to be

ad~essed

professionals to effectively engage troubled
(Blanco and

A1v~bas

workin~

for mental health
people in treatment

1968; Stone and Crowthers 1972). The two following

questions,, to be cltscussed,, were the author's attempt to obtain infermation from employees

re~ar<linr;

how such obstacles might be lessened.

Question nwnber nineteen asked employees to

su~st

changes at

the work-site that might lead to increased utilization of CAPE services.
Close to one-thtrd of the respondents SU[j3ested more publicity.of CAPE
services.

The next most often rrientioned sur,u:estions included more su-

pervisor encouraeemcnt, more information on mental !1ealth problems,, and
more information on the counselinr..; process in r;eneral.

Some examples

of responses to this question were:
"~1ore

clean-cut inform.qt ion about what is available."

":.·Tore people lmowinp; how it Norks--better publicized."
"Supervisors will have to be more conscious of the interrelatedness of performance and outside problems and counsel
employees to seek CAPE assistance."
·
"Supervisors to talce more of an interest in helping, and
employees not to fee~ threatened (job-wise) if they went."

. 9li

"Be more aware of what a psycholo13ist is and does-education."
"More inservices on emotional problems."
An obvious implication is that increased or consistent publicity

about available services, the various kinds of mental health problems,
and the counseling process itself mie;ht lead to more utilization.

The

comments about suggested changes on the part of supervisors are more
difficult to interpret.

CAPE l!BY want to eventually consider surveying

supervisors rega.rd.ing their attitudes about CAPE.

Such an effort might

attempt to assess what effects the supervisors' attitudes and behavior
have on the utilization of CAPE services •.
Question nwnber twenty aslwd employees to suf.zest changes at CAPE
that might

encoura~e

more errployees to utilize CAJ?E services.

Again in-

creased publicity of CAPE services was most frequently mentioned.

Other

sue;gestions included increased availability and accessibility and the
provi~ion

of more services.

Some examples of responses to this question

were:
"~1 1ore

people lmovJing how it works--better publicized."

"Would like it closer."
"More access to counselor and better follow-up."
"i·1ore information on the types of problems helped."
"Someone on the staff to do child psycholor:y work."
Question nunfuer

twent~r-one

mal<:e any conrnents or suge;estions.

provided a forum for respondents to
Sixty-eight percent ( 42) of the

sixty-two respondents answered this question.

Of those who answered

this item, 74 percent (31) made positive or compliment8.r\J comments about services or C.A.PE staff, while 26 percent (11) made neGative or ·
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crlticnl corrrnent:.1 about services or C/\PE staff.

Exnlllples

of positive

comments were:
"Good to 1-mow it's there and

~he

company cares enough

to provitle lt."
"I doubt we'd still be married if our social worker hadn't
us to listen to each other."

help~d

"Ver"-J helpful,, I will probably be back,, just Imm-Jing it's
there makes some experiences seem less traumatic."
"Very nice comf'ortable atmosphere.

Quiet and professional."

Exanples of negative comments were:
"Somewhat.pushy about future appointments."
"I could not see the point of all the questions. In the
last evalun.tion I still didn't follow the ideas being said
to nE. ·Perhaps if a written evaluation were c;iven to me
would have helped so I could sit and read it."
"I expected

mo~e

direct counseling."

"My husband and I should have been seen separately the
first time,"
The responses to this item corroborate the responses to most other
questions, which suggest that respondents tended to be very satisfied
with most asr)ects of their experience with CAPE.

In reviewinr; the neg-

ative comments, no definite trends can be identified.
sur.p.:es~ion

cognizant

The author's only

would be that it mirr)1t be help.ful for CJ\.PE staff to be more

or

client expectations in the initial phase of counseling.

The negative corrments could imply a confusion on clients' parts regarding the purpose or process of therapy.

It is also possible that the

ner;ative comnents are reflective of idiosyncratic qualities of the
clients, and thus not reflective of CAPE staff behavior.

If this were

the case, the author's SUFjfjeStion would be for Cl\PE staff to be alert
to clients who may have very distorted ideas about the

pu..i..~ose

or

~ro-
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Critique of the Questionnaire Response Rate
One of the ways to assess the response rate is to compare the re.sponse rates of different gtudies.

This is not possible with the pres-

ent study, as.a thorough review of the literature did not reveal any
existing·c~ient

satisfaction studies of employee assistance prograr:i..s.

T.ne CAPE study obta:tned a 63 percent response rate (from ninetyusin~

eight individuals) by

one questionnaire mail-out.

AlRo, one

telephone contact was made or attempted with nonrespondents two vreeks
after the mail-out.
Attkisson,

In their review of client satisfaction

IL:'U'~eaves,

measures~

Horowltz and Sorensen (1978) corrment that lt ls

often necessary to do two or three mailings alonp:; with telephone contact to obtaln a response rate of at least 50 percent.

Ta.Ir~g

their

assessment into conslderatlon, the 63 percent response rate with the
CAPB

study seem.s reasonc.1.bly hl?;h.
It could be.possible that the nonrespondents jn this study were

the clients least satisfied w:tth their experience Goin:?; to CAPE.

A. more

.concerted effort to convince nonrespondents to reply mig.11t have resulted
in a higher response rate.

Howeve.r, the author's concern that mul tlple

attempts to convince nonrespondents to reply would have had nec;ative
consequences for how employees viewed CAPE.

T1or example, nonrespondents

could have percetved repeated reriuc8ts for questionna.ire reply as an infringement on confidentlality or as an annoyance.

Such possible aliena-

tion could have been communicated to fellow employees, and thus·reflectec.l nee:ati vely on the CAPF. program.
A posRible stratee:Y for obtc=t.injnr, a hir}ler response rate would

have been to utilize company

mana~ement

and company communication chan-

1

·------~

·-· .....

y
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nels.

For example, encouragement from management in a company news-

letter may have increased the employee's sense of obligation to
ticipate in the study.

par~

Also, using the cornparw newsletter, as an al-

ternative to a second mailinr:, to encouraee questionnaire reply, may have
been

us~ful.

It ls possible that such strategies would introduce other

biases, particularly if the authority of management was associated with
this study,
The assessrrent of differences between respondents and nonrespondents revealed several trends.
ply than male subjects.

~ernale

subjects were more likely to re-

11he only other difference suggested pertained

·to involvement with CAPE at the time of the survey,

Clients were more

likely to reply to the mail-out if they were still being seen at CAPE.
Criti ue of the Evaluation Process Stud
Group, an ()lestionna re
Evaluation process
One of the complicating factors :1n planninr.; and desie;ning the
evalilation process was in~orporating both the interests of the CAPE
staff and the author.

Two situational .factors affected the der;ree of

involvement by Cl\.PE staff in the planning process.

At the time of

evaluation plannincs the CAPE staff \lras quite concerned about the financial stability o.f the program.

rn1is necessary concern limited the

time available for participation in the evaluation process.

Another

factor was that the CAPE staff person most interested in program evaluation was on a leave of absence.
As rm.ich as po:::;sible the attempt was made to address the interests
of the Cl\PE staff and the author irt the evaluation planning and design.
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It i.s anticipated that

of the evaluation will be of interest

se~nents

and use to the CAPE staff.

Through the process of discussing and as-

sessing this evaluation, it is hoped that the present study will be a
springb?ard for future· evaluation efforts.
Study group
The population chosen for this study included employees whose
cases were both open and closed.

As discussed

previousl~r

1n Chapter 4,

those subjects whose cases were closed were the least likely to return
the questionnaire.

No differences in the k:inds of responses to question-

naire items were suggested between those respondents whose cases were
· closed versus those cases still open.
ployees had

be~n

sufficiently

lar~e,

If the total population of emthe questionnaire would have been

administered to only the employees whose cases were closed.

However,

since it was decided to attempt to obtain a respondent group as large
as possible, the questionro.:l.re was

~ent

to both e;roups.

The population chosen for this study included employees of contracted companies, employees and fmnily memher(s), and family member(s)
w:tthout the emrloyee.

No attempt was made to differentiate these groups

in the analyses of responses.
tic

cou~d

sponses.

It is conceivable that this characteris-

have influenced· the response rate and the content of the reWhen couples or families were.the clients, the employee of

the CAPE-contracted company was sent the questionnaire,

The spouses or

family members could have influenced whether the employee completed the
questionnaire as well as the content of responses.

In retrospect an

alternative strategy would have been to send a questionnaire to each
:Individual who participated m counselmg at CAPE.
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Questionnaire

ftn analysis of the questionnaire used in this study reveals several possible problems.

Since the questionnaire was.constructed speci-

fically for this study, a comparison with other studies to assess questionnaire reliability and validity was not an option.

Furthermore, the

use. of client satisfaction measures with employee assistance progr'ams
is nonexistent as far as the author was able to determine.

A search of

the literature as well as a survey of employee assistance programs around the country 4id not reveal any programs utilizing client satisfaction rreasures.
T'ne

questionnaire was desi[1led to

~ather

information on process

and outcome issues as well as on characteristics of the respondents.
The breadth of the study time precluded the elicitation of detailed inforr.iation.

Several exaMples of this failure to obtain in-depth in-

formation can be identified.

While question number one .did result in

a. global assessment of employees' attitudes about CAPE prior to contact,

it is

Ul11:a1o~m

what contributed to a positive or negative attitude.

Consequently, this ·descriptive data does not provide useful information
for planning an attempt to impact the pre-contact attitudes of employees
1.

toward CAPE.
'1uestion number three ::t:=;ks suhj ects whether theJr had previously
seen a mental health professional.
experience this was.

A~ain

it is .not J.mown what k1nd of

It is uncertain whether their previous experience

or non-experience l1ad implications for what tl ie employee thought· about
CAPE or expected from the CAPE staff.
Questlon number seven was open-ended and allowed the respondents
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to describe how their. work performs.nee was affected by personal problems.

A content analysis of the responses was done to categorize

information.

thi~

A review of the responses suggested some confusion on the

part of respondents.

Respondents neerred to have trouble distinguishing

symptom.." of personal problems from evidence of job performance diffi'culties.

A checklist or conmon job performance problems may have re-

duced the confusion regarding this issue and provided more useful information.
The questions perta1ning to client satisfact:i.on were similar to
those used in various other client satisfaction studies (Attkisson,
Hargreaves, Horowitz and Sore!lsen 1978).

It does seem important for

CAPE to lmow the dec;r.ee to which clients are satisfied with services
and the results of gettine assistance.

However, the 8lobal nature of

such questions fails to ascertain which aspects of services, staff behavior, or outcome are satisfyinc or

d~ssatisfyin~

to clients.

Question rnunber sixteen allowed the employee to indicate if their
worlc performance had improyed or not, as a result of CAPE services.

A

checklist of job performance levels could have been used here, rather
than the "yes" or "no". answers.

The specific exa.rriplef? of how job per-

formance had improved would have been identified,
The open-ended questions resulted :in a variety of responses.
Some were expected by the author while others were not.

One concern

with the open-ended items is that rouf11ly one-third of the respondents
failed to anGwer these questions.
ended items at

th~

It is possible that having four open-

end of the questiormaire

\~ere

to.o many.

Either hav-

ing fewer open-ended items or spreading them throug11out the question-

-..
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naire may have increased the response rate.

It also seems possible that

the wording of these items may not have been satisfactory.

The adrnin-

istration of a pre-test on a sample of employees may have been useful

I

in constructinr; the questiorma:tre.

1·

Future Evaluations:

Discussion and Recommendations

The study described in this report was a one-time client satis-

faction survey.

The questiormaire was multi-dimensional in focus.

It

assessed client satisfaction with process and outcome issues as well _as
.gathered informat:ton on characteristics of CAPE clients.

Many trends

were suggested from the results, but more questions were raised than
answered.

It is anticipated that some informational trends will assist

the CAPE staff in formulating ob,j ectives for future evaluation studies.
One possibility for :f.'uture evaluations is the establishment of an

ongoing evaluation system.

One advantage to an

on~oing

client satis- .

faction system would include the opportunity for enployees to continuously provide feedback to CAPE.

Another would be that CJ\.PE could have

current information on clients that mir.;ht be useful in decision-making.
One obvious disadvantaee to an ongoinr.; system would b.e the need for con-

tinuous corrnnitment of staff time to such efforts.

Another would be the

possibility of producing more data than CAPE could utilize on an ongoing
basis.

CAPE is a fairly new program that is working toward firm es-

tablishment in the community.

The advantages and disadvantages of an

ongo:lng system would need to be considered as well as the priorities of
the CAPE program.
This study was solely concerned with employees and their family
members who received CAPE services.

Several other potential

t~get
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populations

fo~

evaluation studies can also be identified. · One pos-

sibility would be surveying supervisors as to
stana.ing, and utilization of CAPE services.

th~ir

acceptance, under-

The present study did in-

dicate that some employees thoue;.'1t supervisors needed to be more involved in

advocatin~

utilization of available services.

Another pos-

sibility would be a survey of those employees who have not utilized
CAPE services.

Such an investigation might provide information regard-

ing why some employees do not use CAPE

survey:tng non-users

m:t~1t

~ervices.

The objectives of

be to increase or alter ut.ilization patterns

with a particular company or problem type.

Such a survey might also

have as its gpal to understand causes of low utilization and to develop
strategies for change.
Cost-benefit analysis is one kind of evaluation that is of interest to the CAPE staff.
discussed

jn

This type of evaluation strategy was briefly

chapter 2, but is not addressed in this study.

There ::rre m..1.ny possible
cost-benefit..

stratef~es

to choose from in looking at

A stratepy that is freqll:ently mentioned in the literature

is the comparison between

eoplo~rees

who have received assistance and a

control group of employees who have not received assistance.

The study

would then look at selected job performance variables such as absen"'.".
teeism and on-the-job accidents.

'I'hese ldnds of studies

pare the eroups over a one to three year period.
premature strater.Y for CAPE.

typ~cally

com-

This may also be a

Large study popul:ttions

are

usually used

in cost-benefit analyses and are most likely to reveal meaningfUl dif-

ferences.

Since the CAPE staff as well as potential contracting com-

panies are interested in cost-benefit studies, the exploration of
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strategies for iln,plernenting such studies is recommended.
The intention and emphasis of an evaluation reflect the values
and interests of a program.

The process of doing cost-benefit studies

may provide useful information as well as have unanticipated consequences,

Cost-benefit studies might serve the interests of CAPE, since

results might indicate CAPE is savin(!; money for a business or industry.
This data could. then be of use :tn marketing CAPE services.

Cost-benefit

studies would also serve the interests of business and industry, since
they would find out if their financial investment in CAPE was .paying ·
off.
'While cost-benefit studies can provide useful information, non
emphasis on cost-beneftt could overlook the interests of the employee.
It would seem important to be cognizant of the possibility of alienatine: employees, and CAPE beinc; seen as only an arm of management.

Such

possible negative consequences to cost-benefit stuJies could be minimized by careful attention to the processes involved in cost-benefit
evaluations.

For

eXc~mple 1

the issue of confidentiality would·need to

be addressed, slnce employees might consider data or absenteeism and
medical utilfzati6n as private information.

Another important issue

would be managements' attitudes regardirig the results of cost-benefit
studies.

It would be important that employees not perceive their job

security as endangered by such research.

Another possible issue would

be the attitude of the employees' W1ion regarding such research.
benefit studies se.em very

promi~ing,

especially if

menta~

Cost-

health pro-

fessionals are to pursue the world of work as a place for nEntal health
progra.mrrrtng.

Finally, it would seem wise to consider the foregoing
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issues .surrounding

cost~benefit

studies, if and when CAPE plans and de-

sir;ns such evaluation efforts.

Conclusion
The results of this study have been discussed in chapter 4 and the
preceding sections. of chapter 5.

A discussion of the questionnaire re-

sults and the implications of the study have been presented.

A critique

of the questionnaire response rate, the evaluation process, ·the study
group, and the questionnaire were

pr~sented.

Finally, recommendations

for future evaluation efforts at CAPE were proffered.
The GAPE staff were not involved in the c:malysis of data, and
while data from this study were not presented to the CAPE staff on a
continuous basis, an occasional effort i-ras made to inform CAPE staff
of the evaluation process.

Consequently, the final Rtep in the evalu-

ation process w:lll be the presentation of study results to the CAPE
staff.

This study did e;enerate information that was not utilized in

this report, but that rnay be useful to the CAPE staff or the contracted
companies.

For example, cross-tabulationR

~ere

CAPE staff and a ranr,e of questionnaire items.·
generated

solel~r

individ~al

These analyses. were

for the sta.ff' s benefit, at the request of the CAPE

tra1ning director.
e~loyee-r;roups

done between

Cross-tabulations were also done be.tween the company

8l1d a variety of questionnaire itens.

these results \<.J'ith Cl\.PE staE'f, a decision will be made

In examininr;

as

to possible

ut:tlization of such data.
The evalu.c1.tion

stu~r

at CA.PE was the research component to this

report on :tndustrial social work.

The literature review in chapter 2

covered a broad range of issues, some addressed in more detail than
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others.

This comprehensiveness in focus was consistent with the author's

:initial intention of prov1.dine a review. of many of the issues relevant
to mental health pro[?'.'ar.ming in the world of work.

The evaluation study

at CAPE was the attempt to both describe and assess an employee assistance program.· It is hoped that this report as a whole provides a perspective for understandinrs some of the complex issue fl that are L.'1volved
in the efforts of mental health professionals to interface with the

world of work.
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SURVEY OF CAPE CLIENTS
We are interested in your honest opinions, whether they are
positive or negative. Please answer all of the questions.
l.

Before your contact with CAPE, what was your personal attitude
toward CAPE?(check answer that best f i ts you)
(01) Definitely positive ___
(04) Somewhat negative
(05) Definitely negative ___
(02) Somewhat positive
(03) No opinion___
---

2.

From what source did' you hear about the CAPE program?
(01~ Publicity(brochures, articles in newsletters)
(02) CAPE staff
(05) Supervisor
--(03) Fellow employees___
(06) Family membe"F___
(07) Other ______~·~~--~-(04) Personnel Dept.___

3.

Before your contact with CAPE, had you ever seen a mental
health professional(counselor, psychiatrist, psychologist,
social worker) for personal reasons?
(01) Yes__
(02) No_ _

4.

How comfortable were you seeking help for personal problems?
(01) Very comfortable
(04) Somewhat uncomfortable
(02) Somewhat comforta5Ie___
(05) Very uncomfortable ___ --(03) No opinion___

5. What was the primary difficulty you were having that led to
going to CAPE? (check one)
(01) Financial
(05) Work-performance
(02) PsychologTCal/emotional
(06) Marital
--(03) Legal
-(07) Drug
(08), Othe-r::_ _ _ _ _ _ __
(04) Alcphol---.6. Did the difficulty you were having influence your work performance? (check one)
(01) Yes_
(02) Not sure_
(03) No_ _
7.

If Yes to the above, in what way was your work performance
affected? ____________________________________~----------~----

8.

Once you called CAPE for an appointment, how long was it before you were seen? (check one)
(01) Seen the same day
(04) 4-6 days
'(02) 1-2 days
(05) over 6 days
(03) 3-4 days=-

9.

Was this soon enough for you? (check one)
(01) Yes(soon enough)___
(02) No(not soon enough) ___ .

10. What was the total number of times you were seen by a CAPE
staff? (write the number>--~~11. was this enough for you? (check one)
(01) Yes, more than enough___ (03) No, not nearly enough ___
(02) Just right_

(Continue on other side)

12.

Did you 9et what you expected from going to CAP~?(check one)
(Ol)Yes, definitely_ (02)~omewhat_ (03)No, definitely not_

13.

If CAPE had not been available, would you have sought help
elsewhere from a mental health professiona.l? (chec;k one)
(01) Yes_
(02) Don't know__
(03) No_

14.

In an overall sense, how satisfied are you with the services
you received from CAPE? (check one)
.
(01) Very satisfied
(04) Mildly dissatisfied ·
(02·) Mildly satisfied"'"
(05) Very dissatisfied
-(03) No opinion~---

15.

If you were to seek help again, would you come back tOCAPE?
(01) Yes, definitely__
(03) No, definitely not__
(02) Not sure __

16.

As a result.of seeing a CAPE counselor, was there a change
.in your work performance?
'
(01) Improvement__
(02) No change_.(03) Got worse __

17.

Do you· know fellow employees who might benefit from the
services at CAPE, but don't go? (check one)
(01) Yes_
(02) No_.

18.

If Yes to 117, what do you think might be making it hard
for them to g~?

19.

What do you think would need to change at your place of
employment for more people to use CAPE services?

29.

What do you think would need to change about CAPE for more
people to use CAPE services?

21.

Any comments or suggestions about your experiences with CAPE?

Thank you for youz

help~

\

P.O. Box 214
Marylhurst, OR. 97036
January 11, 1979

Dear CAPE client,

!.

Will you do us a favor?
We are ·conducting a aurvey among all employees who have had
contact with the CAPE program. The purpose of this survey
~s to find out your opinions of CAPE services.
Your answers
will help the CAPE program know if it is providing the services
you need, and will aasiat ua in improving how we provide services to future clients. By knowing your opinions we also
hope to be able to improve the employee assistance program
offered through your company.
Of course all answer• are strictly contidential.

The names

of individual clients won't be known to anyone outside of our
research team. Please feel free to call me at 635-4339 if you·

have any questions.

It will take only a abort time to answer the questions on the
enclosed questionaire. We enclose a stamped reply envelope
for your convenience, and ask that you return the questionaire
by January 22.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely yours,
Gre901:y Lee
Research Coordinator
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APPENDIX B
TABLES OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN

SEX AND QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
TABLE 33

Sex by Pre-contact Attitude Toward CAPE
No Opinion

Positive

Negative

Row Total

Sex:

Male
Female
Column Total:

9
24

1

5
21

2

~ (42%)

TI· (53%)

j (5%)

15 (24%)

47 (76%)

62

TABLE 34
Sex

by

Previous Counseling Experience
Yes

Sex:·

Ma.le
Female
Column Total:

6
20

~

(42%)

No

Row Total

9
27 .
jb9 (58%)

15 (24%)

47 (76%)
62
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APPENDIX B-Continued

TABLE 35

Sex by Comfort Seeking Help
Comfortable

Uncomfortable

Row

Total

Sex:
Male
Female

I

I.

Column Total:

lt

11

31

~

~ (32%)

(68%)

TABLE
Sex by

15 (24%)

16

36

Would Return to CAPE

Yes

Row Total

No

Sex:
Male

Female
Colunm Total:

10
33

47 (76%)

62

7lj (69%)

15· (24/~)

5

14

i9

(31%(

47 (76%)
62
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APPENDIX C
TABLES OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN
EDUCATION Pu~ QUESTIONNAIRE ITFl"IS
TABLE

37

Education by Pre-contact Attitude

Education:
HS or Less
Technical Training or Some
College
BA, ~"II\•· Ph.D.
Column Total:

Row Total

Positive

No Opinion

.Negative

9

9

1

19 (32%)

11
13

9

1

7

0
~

21 (35%)
20 (33%)

2"5" (42%)

TI' (55%)
TA.BIB

Education

Education:
HS or Less
Technical 'I1rainjng or
Some Colleee
BA, MA, Ph.D.
Column Total:

by

(3%)

bC5

38

Comfort Seekine; Help

Comfortable

Uncomfortable

12

7

19 (32%)

14
15

7

21 (35%)
20 (33%)
bO

iIT (68%)

5

I9 (32%)

Row Total
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APPENDIX C--Continued

TABLE 39

Education

Education:
HS or Less
Technical Training
or Some College
BA, MA, Ph.D.
Column Total:

by

Number of Tines Seen

1-2

3-10

Over 10

9

10

0

19 (32%)

4

21 (35%)
20 (33%)
60

7

5

~

10

14

(35%) j1l" (57j0

1

-s- (8%)

Row Total

TADLE 40
Education by Satisfaction with Number of Sessions
Yes

~fo

15

4

Education:
HS or Less
Technical Trainlng
or Some Collep:e

15
17

· BA, MA, Ph.D.

6
3
i j (22%)

.

il1 (78%)

Column Total:

Row Total

TABI£ 41

Education by Whether Expectations Were Met
Yes
Education:
HS or Less
Technical Training
or Some College
BA,

rJIA,

Column Total:

Ph.D.

Somewhat

No

Row Total

10

6

3

19 (32%)

7
8

12

2

21 (35%)
20 (33%)

~ (42~~)

9

'-7' (45%)

3

'8" (13%)

b(j
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APPENDIX C--Continued
rl1ABlli 42

Education by Overall Satisfaction with Services

Education:
HS or Less
Technical Training
or Some College
BA, .MA, Ph.D.
Column Total:

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

15

4

19. (32%)

18

3
2

20 (33%)

18 .

sr- (85%)
TABLE

9

Row Total

21 (35%)

bC5

(15%)

43-

Education.by Would Return to CAPE

Education.:
HS or Less
Technical ~aining
or Some Goller.;e
BA,

rm,

Column Total:

Ph.D.

Yes

No

12

7

19 (32%)

15

6
6

20· (33%)

11i

!IT (68%)

I9

Row Total

21 (35%)·
(32%)

b?5
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APPENDIX D
TABLES OF COf'!IPAH.ISONS BETWEE?,J
ITEl' 1S

TIJCOME MID QUESTim.mAIRE

1

TABLE 44

Income

Pre-contact Attitude Toward CAPE

by

Positive

No Opinion

10
11

10

Income:

500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999

Column Total:

Negative

2

0
1

6
4

6
4
jI" (55%)

2

~

0

3 (5%)

(39%)

Row Total

22 (39%)
17 (30%)
11 (20%)
~·· (11%)

TA13LE 45

Income

Previous

by

. Yes

Counselin~.Experience

no

How 'I1otal

15

22 (39%)
17 (30%)
11 (20%)
6 (11%) .
5o

Income:

500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999
Coltunn Total:

7
8

7
2

2Zr (43%)

9
4
4

32

(57%)
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APPENDIX D--Contirtued
TABLE

46

IncoITE by Number . of TirrEs Seen

Incorre:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999
Colurm Total:

1-2

3-10

6

14
7
7

8
3

~

by

0
~ (9%)

(57%)

'111\.BLE

Incoroo

22 (39%)
17 (30%)
11 (20%}
6 (11%)

2
2
1

4

2

l9 (34%)

Row Total

over 10

56

47

Satisfaction with Number of Sessions
Yes

No

Row Total

IncoUE:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399

16
14
8

6
3
3

Column Total:

!Pr '(79%)

22 (39%)
17 (30%)
11 (20%)
6 (11%)

~400-1999

·o
IT (21%)

6

'5b

TADLE 48
Income

by

Whether Expectations Were Met

Yes
Incone:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999
Colunn Total:

Somewhat

No

11

8

6

10

.1

3
2

5
4

0

~

(39%)

27

3
3

(48%)

Row

22
17
11
6

'7 (13%) 5b

Total

(39%)
(30%)
(20%)
(11%)
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APPENDL~

D--Continued

'I1ABLE 49

Income

by

Overall Satisfaction with Services
Satisfied

Income:
500-799
800-1099
1100-1399
1400-1999
Column Total:

17
15
9
6
1t"(

Row Tot?,l

Dissatisfied

22
17
11
6

5

. 2

2
0

. 9 (16%)

(SL~%)

5b

(39%)
(30%)
(20%)
(11%)

TABIB 50
Income

by

Would Return to CAPE

Ye·s

Income:
500-799
800-1099
ll00-1399·
1400-1999
Column Total:

16
14
5
5
1ITJ (71%)

No

6
3
6
1 .
Ib (29%) ..

Row Total

22 (39%)
17 (30%)
. 11 (20%)
6 (11%)

'5"5
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APPENDIX E
rrABLES · OF COMPARISO!JS ·BETWEEN
P:IBSENTING PROBLEMS AND QUESTIGr-IllAIRE ITEMS

TABLE 51
Presenting Problems by Whether Expectations· Were Met

Presenting Problerns:
Psychological
Alcohol
Work-related
Marital or Family
Colunm Total:

Yes

Somewhat

12

13
1

4·
0

11

3
12

2
2

0
2'

0 (40%)

~

rrABLE

(47%)

No

Row 11atal

29 (47%)
1 (2%)
7 (11%)

25 (40%)
tr (13%) b2

5_2

Presenting Problems by Would Seek Help Elsewhere.
Yes
PresentinG ProblcJ11S:
Psycho lo["). cal
10
Alcohol
0
Work-related
1
Marital or Family 11
Colunm Total:
~ (36%)

:Jo

I\ow Total

13

6

0
1

1

29 <411n
1 (2%)
7 (11%)

Don't Know

8

~ (36%)

5

6
IS" (29%)

25 (40%)

"62
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APPENDIX E--Continued
11ABLE

53

Presenting Problems by overall Satisfaction with Services
~

Satisfied

;.

Presenting Problems:
Psychological
Alcohol
Work-related
Marital or Pam:tly
Column Total

24
1

4

Dissatisfied

5
0

3

21~

1

5j (86%)

9 (15%)

Row Total

29
1
7
25

62

(47%)
(2%)
(11%)

(40%)

1
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APPENDIX F
'

I'
OF · COMPARISONS I3ETI\1EEN PBE-COIHACT
ATTITUDE AND ()UESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

rl1ABLES

TADLE 54
Pre-contact Attitude by Previous Counseling Experience
Yes

No

Row Total

13
12
1

20
14

33 (53%)
26 (42%)
3 (5%)

Pre-contact Attltude:
Posit:l.ve
No Opinion
Negative
Colur.m Total:

'-b (42%)

2

36

(58%)

~

TABLE 55

Pre-contact Attitude by Overall Satisfaction with Services
Satisfied
Pre-contact Attitude:
Positive
No Opinion
Negative
Colunn Total:

31
20

2

s:r <B61n

Diss?,tisfied

2

6
l·

!r (15%)

Row Total

33 (53%)
26 (42%)
3 (5%)

62
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APPENDIX G
TABLES OF COMPARISONS I3ETWEE1\J COMFORT
SEEKING HELP AND QUESTIONNAIRE ITET-'1.S
TABLE 56
·Comfort Seekinr:; Help by VJ.hether-Expectations Were Met
Yes
Comfort Level:
Comfortable
Uncomfortable
Column Total:

Somewhat

No

20

16

6

J

13

2

r-

29

~ (40%)

(47%)

Row Total

42 (68%)
20 (32%)

'8'" (13%)

~

TABlli 57

Comfort Seekinr.; Help by Would Seek Help Elsewhere
Satisfied
Comfort Level:
Comfortable
Uncomfortable
Colu.nn Total:

37

Row Total

5

42 (68%)
20 (32%)

4

16

~

Dissatisfied

(86%)

9

(15%)

62
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APPENDIX G--Continued
TJ\I3LE 58

Comfort Seeking Help by Overall Satisfaction with Services

Comfort Level:
Comfortable
Uncomfortable
Column Total:

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

R6w Total

37

5
4

42 (68%)
20 (32%)

16

'5j (86%)

9

(15%)

~

.,

y

,

h

~T

••

- - ·

<
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